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PREFACE 

This thesis is e-oncerned with a · field of research 

which has become of great importanc~ in the last fe. 

years, namely the study of metal-ion complexes o~ biolog

iCA\1 significance:. The topic is one ldlich could have 

important results in th& st~dy of biochemical reactions 

in vivo. 

The author wishe·s to thank the follow;ing: Dr E. 

Sullivan for his supervision of the thesis, Dr R.M. Golding 

for helpful discus~ions on Crystal Field calculations, 

the Applied Mathematics Division and Chemistry Division, 

Depavtment of Scientific and Industrial Resea~ch, for 

the us,e of facilities, and her fianc~, John Bailey, for 

typing the thesis so well, initiating her into the field 

of theoretical ~emistry and in particular for mor~l 

support. 
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IN 'II'R 0 Due T ION 

The importance ~f tra~e metal ions Ln bio1Ggical 

~rocesses has been known for some time, but the role of 

c:hel&ting molecules; in the human body is a . comparatively 

new and interesting ffield of resea~ch [1]. Among the impor

tant complexes: o.ccuring in the body are ha.emoglobin, contain

ing iron, and' vitamin 8-12, containing cobalt, both essential 

to human heClllth. Other well-known nreturally o.ccuring 

complexes includ~ cytochrom~ ~idas~, containing both iron 

a'nd c:opper, and chlorophyll, containing magnesium. 

The transition metal ions of the First Transition Series 

are well-known for their ability to form complexes with 

suitable ligands, and in pa:rticular with chelate Ligands 

which can s .eize the meta,l ion like a claw (chele means. claw 

in Gra~k). Many of these complexes have been characterized 

experimentally, and the'ir propertie:s int~rpre.ted by theoret

ical calc.ulations. However, the complexes aris ing from 

biological systems cm'e much more diff.'icult to s..tudy, partly 

becaus:e: of' their greater size. and special properties. 

In this thesis, a system containing fer~ous ions and 

lIlScorba({;e: ions is. consid.:ered. Ferrous ion and a.scorbic ac id 

(or vitamin C) are both important in human beings, and need 
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to, be· as;s;imi1a,ted firom our dad.1y flood. Haemog1obin t which 

is ell ferro.u.s; comp1ex of porphyrin a:s;s ·ociar.ted with a g1obu1ar 

protein, is responsib1e for the transport o£ oxygen from 

the 1ungs; a-rouncii the body. A d.~;fic iency of iron 1eads to 

anaemia. Vitamin C, found in fresh fruit and vegetab1es, 

is necessary to prevent s;curvy-lJ.ike s,ymptons suc'h as abnorma1 

tooth structure, anorexia, anaemia and predisposition to 

s;ome infectious diseases. As the vitamin is readi1y oxidized, 

its content may be very sma11 in cooked, canned or dried 

foods. 

These two important substainces are considered to fiorm a 

comp1ex, the a.s;corbalte ions che1a.ting to the ferrous ion at 

pH 7, which is the physiolLo_gica1 pH of the body. The- usua1 

techniques of phys~ca1 e.hemisxry a~e used in Aln attempt to 

cha-racteriz:e: the comp1ex, both in so1ution and: as: an iso1ated 

so1id, using main1y spectroscopic methods. 

The g&thering of experimenta1 avidence then enab1es 

suitab1e theoretica1 ca1cu1ations to be performed1 on both 

the considered comp1ex. and its component species, in an 

a~tempt to gain an understanding of the comp1ex. With 1arge 

bio1ogica1 mo1ecu1es, it is possib1e to do on1y semi-empirica1 

type ca1cu1ations. at present, as the s .iZ"e of the ca1cu1ation 

is 1imited by the size and speed of the computer avai1atb1e. 

As: these factors alI"e improved, it is hoped that bio1ogica1 
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sysxem~ will be studied by more rigorolls methods. 

Alithough the biochemical significance of this complex 

has not been considered in this thesis. this investigation 

is m step on the way to discovering more about those complexes 

which are of biological importance. 
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Chapter :1. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In 1954., Udenfriend and his; cow,orkers [2] described a. 

reaction system, composed ofi 8IS.:corbic. acid, oxygen amet tie.rrous 

ions.., ¥hich hydroxylated aromatic compounds to give produc.ts 

with phen~Iic properties. Previous studies on the metabolism 

o.f dr.ugs in the; body had shown that compounds of a.roma.tic 

nature w~re hydro~ylate.u in the body to yie1d substancea 

wdth phenolic properties. Fon- e~amp~e, aniline gave p-amino

phenol and o-aminophenol [3], and quino~ine gawe 3-hydroxy

quinoline [4]. These compound's yieJ.ded i.:dentical. produc.ts 

when acted on by Udenfriend's reaction system. The abundance 

of a;scorbic acid:. and ferrous compounds in animal tissues 

suggested that ascorbic ~cid might be used in bioLogical 

hydroxylations of botih natura.lly occuring and £oreig~ c,om

pound& with aromatic character [5]. The use oft asconbic 

acid system as a synth~tic hydroxylating agent was proposed: 

the hydroxyl group generated, being electrophilic, .ould 

hydroxylate aromatic or heterocyclic: rings a ,t electronegative 

sites. 

The properties of this hydroxyla·ting system Wie.re reviewed 

by Mason [6J, who sugge-sted that the sys.tem waul!d serve 

as a model ~or mixed function oxidases, in particular 

phenylalanine hydroxylase.. A. mixed func tion oxidas.e is 
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defined as. an enzyme which ca::td.ys,e:s the .. consumption of: 

one moI:ecule- of cmcygen per molecule of subs.trate, one: atom 

of this oxygen molecu1e appearing in the product, the oxher 

being redhce~. The model system showed (i) & characteristic 

de:pendence upon 81 reducing agent and oxygen, (ii) tp-e intrQd-

uction of molecular oxygen ~s hydr~y1 into aromatic systems, 

By studying the simpler 

model: system, it was ho.ped to be abl& to explalin the mechanism 

ruf the· enzyme reaction. 

A,t flirs.t, it was sugge:s.ted that the hydroxyla1ting 

intermediate' was the hydroxyl radica~. HGW~ver, further 

exa~ination of the product$ formed in the reaction showed 

that th~ hydraocyl radical was· not the hydroxylating species 

when oxygen was the oxidant [7J. Nu!))ther suggestion lmS: that 

+ 
the· intermedi&:te: was the cation aH , au::though it was: doubtful 

if this exis.ted in aqueous: so~ution. MO)re: recent proposAls 

have been the formation of an intermec[iat~ complex between 

the ferrous: ion and a\Scorbic acid. These will now. be 

discus~d in ~etwil. 

Hamilton amd. his coworkers; [8 J performe:d experiments 

using the mod.e~ system and ~ simpl.e saturated hydrocarbon, 

cyclohexane, to investigate the Udenfriend reaction. In 

the pnes;ence of! oxygen, the mod:ed a ·$corbic. acid: sys.tem 

produced both cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone. When either 
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the oxygen or the ascorbic acid was omitted in ~he experiment, 

no products were formed. Hydrogen perQXid& was used in 

another two o,f the experiments to test for the participation 

oJ: hydroxyl. When o.xygen 1118$ abs-en'b, no produc ts: r.-esu:lted, 

where8Js w:ith oiXygen present the product$ obtained included 

some nQ;t obtained: in the Ud·enflniencl reaction. From these 

experiments, it w:as concluded that the model system did not 

involve hydr~y~ radical as th~ oxidizing &gent. 

The phenyla·lanine~ hydro.xyl1a-se- had been shown 11.0 require 

a cofactor, tetrahydropteridine (A)" :Cor enzymatic conversion 

t lO tyros·ine- [9J, l'rllich had s.tructural fea.tures similar to 

the enediol structure of a ·scorbic 8icid (8). On identific&tion 

of the co,factor, 2 ',4, 5-triamino 6-hydroxy pyrimidine (C) was 

suggested a -s a model system, this giving s ,imilar reaction 

product& to the ascorbic acid system, and being clos.er in 

s -tructure to the cofa,ctor. 

~ 

~x: 
H , 

H 

A 

pheny;-:1.a.l.anine. hydroxy-

la s:e c.o fa.c tor,: 

o 

ascor.bic 

alCid 

OH 
c 

2.,4, 5-triam ino 

6-hydro.xy pyrimidine 
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Bo;.th the mode·1 CIItld enzymatic systems w.ere· supposed 

to react by the fo11'owing mechanism [10]: 

XO
H 

Fe2+ 
- 2H+ 

+ ~ . 
OH 

1 [2H] enzyme I 

-C-OH 
I 

X: V epoxides 

!i -2 OH- tpOH 

X
O. 

.. .. /OH 
Fe 

0····· 'OH 

XO ......... 
/Fe 

° I 

1! °2 , 
-C-H 

I ro ~~ h S 
0 

n 

1 

X
o .. 

.. ... fe=O 
0" 

m 

This mechanism is shown f.or the as.;corbalte reaction, but one 

of the oxygens in the ene-dio1 cou1d be rep1acerl by N-R. as 

in the cofactor with 1itt1e change in the mechanism. 
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Hamilton explains this, as ftollows: "The enediol 

structure, ferrous ion and: oxygen could be in equilibrium 

~ith a complex such as II, which is prQ~ose~ as the actual 

o:x:hdizing agent. By a shift ~f electrons, as shown, an 

oxygen atom w.ith six e~ectrons could' be trans£erred from II 

to an organic substra±e if a.t the same time the enediol 

complex is: oxidized to the dicarbonyl com~lex, III. It is.. 

not proposed that II w.ould generate a. free oxygen atom, but 

in the pIres:ence. of a substrate moIe.cuIe, complex II could 

act a:s an "oxrenoid~ species (named: in analogy t.o the: carbenoid 

specie:s which can transfer & divalent carbon during reaction 

[1111>. The i1o%ml.ation of phenou., l1Ilcoho.l!s~ and epoxides.:. by 

r.eaction with II. uth appropriate:. substrates shouILd accur in 

~. way analogous to the formation of methyl compounds and 

cyclopropanes: by reaction of carbenes oc c.arbenoid. species 

with similar substrates [111. The transformation of II to 

III is an overaEI four-ele~tran oxidation and uequires. that 

the enadiol be oxidized at the same. time as the substrate is 

mcidized. This is observed for phenylalanina hydroxylEl!Se [9]. 

Complex III wouId be expected to add:. water to give IV wh:ich 

should be in equilibr£um with ferrous ion, hydroxyl ion and 

the. d:icarbonyl compound V. In the model system, the ferrous 

ion could recyc::l.e but during the oxidation the:. as..corbic acid 

would be oxid'.i.zed to dehydroascorbic &eid and could not recycle. 
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Hawever, in the enzymatic reaction the oxid1zed cofactor 

would have. to be reduced back to the tetrahydrQP-teridene 

Level so that it could necyclc. This would explain the 

requirement for a reducing &gent in oxidations by mixed-

function axidases: . 

Severall variations of the proposed mechanism can be 

envisaged. One possibi1ity is that the enediol, ferroua 

ion, and oxygen form a complex such as VI which by a shift 

of electrons and a proton as shown, could presumably transfer 

an oxygen atom to an organic substralte (s:) and form a complex 

VII. Such ~ reaction would be subject to general acid and 

~ +i3 

~O /Fe~ .... o~ 5 
)ltO/~ J. ~ 

H-V 
general base ca:talysis, which could partially explain why 

the enzyme reaction proce:.eds more rapidlly than the model 

reaction. Also, if such ~ mechanism were true, then it 

would not be necessaxy for both groups to complex with the 

metal ion and vinylogous enediols, migh:t also be reactants". 

The important feature of this mechanism is that a metal 

ion must form a complex with molecular oxygen and some system 

capable of oxidation by two electrons such as an enediol. 
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The metal ion'~ function ~ould seem t~ be to form an 

electronic link betwe.en the; ene'diol and the oxygen [7J, as 

we'll aIS probably allowing the conversion of the triplet 

oxygen (two unpaired electrons> to a singlet species (no 

unpaired electrons>. Radica.l or dir8l.dical intermediates 

would not be neces~ry in the reaction ofl complex II wdth 

the: substrCllte. 

A similar mechanism ha'S been postulated iI-or the catalytic 

auto-oxidaxion of ascorbic acid by cupnic ion, by Weissburger 

and his cowonkers, [12J. The cupric ion forms · a e:hela.te w.ith 

o 0 
\ II 
C-c 
/ \ 

+ 

+ CU+ 

+ 
2+ 

Cu 

Cu 

rY "0 
\ / 
C=C 

/ " 
1 
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the as;corbarte i 'on, which by am electron shift to the me-tal 

ac~uire.s a semiquinone structure. Dis~ociation then takes 

place' , since monovalent copper doe.s not have a strong affiinity 

for oxygen donors. Both the cuprous ion and the: se.miquli.none 

a lre oxidized by oxygen. The c8l.talLytic e.ffect of cupric ion 

increas:es the rate of oxidation of a 'scorbic a .cid ten th(l)Usand 

foJ:d , [13]. 

However, iron ha's a greater significance in biologicall 

sys::tems than any other transition metal cation, mainly on 

a .ccCllUllt of its abundance, so t.he main reaction to be studied 

in this thesis is th~t of ferrous ion$ with ascorbic acid. 
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Cha.pter 2 P'R E. LIM IN A R Y INVESTIGA.TION 

2.1 Introduction 

Before starting to investigate the f[ormation of a 

~omplex in the Udenfriend reaction, it was decided to, find 

out as much information as possible about the component species 

of the mode-l enzyme system, namely ascorbic acid and ferrous· 

sulphate. Some of their properties, obtained llrom the; ]iter-

ature, are given in this chapter, while others will be 

discussed in the relevant section in chapter 3. 

The investigation and discovery of a complex, together 

with a few of its properties;, is discussed. 

2.~ Ascorbic Acid [14J 

L-Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) has 

FW 176.12, a.nd is- represented as 

shown [14]. It crystaulizes as white 

needles or plates, mp 190-L92
o
C. 

1 gm dissolves in 3 mls water, in 50 

mls absolute alcohol and in 100 mls 

glycerol. It is insoluble in benzene, 

ether, petroleum ether, and most 

orgamic solvents. Ha.'Ving two a.s·s:ym-

metric carbon centre'5>, it gives. a specific rotation, [aJ~O, 
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of +2jl
O 

in water and +48 0 in methanol. The D'-1rorm differs 

only in the:: ct'onfiguration a,bout C-4. In aqueous solution, 

the H atom of the enol group a.t C-3 di.s.sociates. , yielding a: 

sGlution with a, pH of about l. It behaves as. a monobasic 

acid, forming sa~t& containing one monovalent meta~ atom or 

its: equiva·~ent. In alkaline s:olution, the H o.f the enol 

group on C-2. dis;s;ocia.tes, and may be rep'laced by a metal ion. 

The: acid~c ~s30ciation constanta, PK} = 4.17 and PK2 = 11.5>7, 

show tha1t it is .. comparatively strong acid. At neutrality, 

th~ absorption maximum in the UV spectrum occurs at 265 m~, 

with a. small band. between 150 and ~OO m~ , but shifts 

tOKards shorter wawe~engths w~th decreasing pH. 

The crystaas are stable in air for years, but in soIution 

ascorbic acid is easily QXi~zed, the instability increasing 

with increasing pH. Mild oxidation with air, H2 0 Z or FeC1
3 

converts it. t~o debydroa;s;cG»rbic acid. Above pH 5', this 

readily undergoes rearrangement to diketoguLonic acid. 

a = «I a = r~ ° 
::. C - OH > I 

HO C Q -2H(H
2

0
2 

) O. = C ° = C 
I I a I 

HO 

~J 
0 = ~J 

')u 0 :: C 
<: I 

H +2H(H
2

S) H H C QH 
I I I 

HO C.-H HO C - H lID C- Hi 
I I I 

CHz.0H CHZOH CH 20H 

L-.4.scorbic Acid Dehydroascorbic- Diketogulonic 

Acid Acid 
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Once the lactone' ring is; opened .• the; molecule is readily 

wxidized; and may be' degraded to ox-alic acid. Hence as:corbic 

acid is. a , strong reducing a\gent. Oxidation o£ ascorbic 

2+ + 
ac id by molecular oxyg&n is ca talJ.ys.ed by Cu and Ag ions. 

The e4ltse; of oxidation is reduced by use of an inert a .tmosphere 

(N2 or CQ2)' stora~~ at low, temperatures and absence of light. 

Further properties, such as the NMR spectra of ascorbic 

aci~ and its sodium sa~t, will be discussed in section }.5. 

2..3 Fe;rrous S.'lllphate [!2}] 

Ferrous sulipha1te heptahydralte (green vitriol, copperas), 

It crystalLizes from solution 

a .t ordinary temperatures_ as blue-green monoclinic crystals, 

It is . very soliuble 

in water, d .issolving nearly hatlf its w;eight in cold wataT, 

and nearly its own weight in boiling water, but solubility 

data is conflicting. It is solubl& in glycerol, insoluble 

in alcohol, acetone, methyl and ethyl acetate. The UV 

spectrum shows a' s .trong maximum at 950 rDf- and a weak maximum 

at 1070 m)J-' which gives ferrous sul'phate its characteristic 

blue-green colour. 

The green c:rysta'~s a1re e.fflQrescent in dry a ,ir and 

oxidize in moist air forming a brown coating of basic ferric 

sulphate. It is said that the green colour is due to the 
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pres.ence of a basic salt and when free from this sall t, the 

crystals are bluish-white and stable in adr. In acid or 

neutral solutions at room temperature, ferrous suLphate is 

oxidized fairly slowly by a~r. Passing air into & 0.1 N 

soJ.ution at 25°C oxidizes: 0.03 ?o per hour. The oxidation 

is more rapid in alkaline soliution and is accelerated by an 

increase in temperature and exposure to light. The rate is 

reduced by a high concentration of chlorides and sulpha,tes 

of sodium, pota.ss~um and magnesium, ~s these decrease the 

solubiLity of oxygen. 

X-ray studies show that the 7 H2 0 are not symmetrically 

located nor equivalent to one another in their structuna~ 

r~ations to other constituents. On heating, the tetra and 

monohydrate:s are formed at 56.6 and 65.00 C, the last H2 0 

being driven offfat a much higher temperatur~ to give the 

white anhydrous salt. 

Further properties, such as the Mossbauer spectrum 

and magnetic susceptibility, will be discuss,ed in sections 

3 .• 7 and 3_.8. 

2.4 The Ferrous/Ascorbate Complex 

~s Hamilton [lOJ had: postulated that a complex was 

possibly £ormed between ferrous ion and ascorbic acid in 

the pres.ence of QOCygen, the logical step was to try and 
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characterizE it. After several attempts, a beautiful 

purple sol.ution was obtained when ferrous sulphate was added 

to a solution of ascorbic acid which had previously been 

neutr~ized to pH 7 by addition of sndium hydroxide solution, 

i.e. to soddum ascorbate solution. This purple solution was 

rather unstable in the presence of air, gradually becoming 

lightfl'r in colour and' finally becoming a , yelJlow solution of 

possibly oxidized ascorbic acid and ferrous SUlphate. 

Preliminary investigation of the UV spectrum suggested 

thalt for e£ficacious production of the complex, a ratio o£' 

3 moles of s .odium ascorbate t.o 1 mole of ferrous sulphal.te 

would be suitable. k detailed discus~on of this is given 

in &action 3.3. The purpla solution could be conveniently 

prepared by disanlving known amounts of soLid ferrous sulph~te 

and snIid $odium ascorbate in the soLvent, usualLy w.ater. 

To demonstrata the effect of oxygen on the complex, the 

folLowing experiments_ w.ere performed: 

(1) A small fo;il bucket containing sod ium ascorbate and 

ferrouK suIph&te was suspended by a cotton thread in a . gas 

bubbler. Nitrogen was: passed through water below the bucket 

in the bubbler for about an hour. Then, the c_ot ton was 

nelease..d to Low:er the bucket into the;. water. Only a :t:aint 

tinge ~f purple was noticed in the water. After a quarter of 

an hour, the nitrogen flow was stopped and air pass.en .through. 
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Imme.d:iattely, a deep p'urple saillution was o-btained. 

(2) This purpl~ so~ution .as then used for- the next experi

ment. Ha~f of it was: placed in a beaker and le:f't open to 

the a±mosphere. Nitrogen w~s again passed through the 

remaining solution in the bubbler. ~ter several hours, the 

s~lution in the beaker had become much fainter, whereas that 

in the bubbler was still purple. The_ former be.:came yelLow. 

after 24 hours_; but as. long as the nitrogen 'Was passed 

through, the purple solution remained p'urple. 

These experiments c1earLy indica±ed the important role 

oxygen had:. in the sys tem, as had been shown by Hamil ton et 

ali [8]. Oxygen was necessary to form the complex, but excess 

oxygen destroyed the complex. For experimental work, it was 

thus necessary to have conditions such that the complex was 

sta"ble flor long enough to carry out the experiments. 

The nex~ step was to isolate a solid complex. Great 

di£ficulty was experienced in attempting to obtain a pure 

so--Lid species. The first method of obtaining the solid! was 

to Demove the wa'ter f.rom the purple soIution containing 3 

moles of sodium &scorba.te and 1 mole; of ferr..ous suLphate, by 

using a rotary vacuum e:.va".pora.tor. A blialck shiny mass. off 

so.llid" was obtained a".fter drying in a vacuum desiccator... 

'Dhis me:thod was convenient but any by-products or impurities 

would~ also be left in the solid. 
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Another method o~ pr~paration was then tried. 1 · m01e 

of A'naUar FeS04. 7H201 and 3 m01es of thEt s _odium s ·a1t of 

E-~scorbic acid w.ere added to a . sufficient voliwme of methan01 

to dis$01ve the s01ids. Nitrogen was passed through the 

resu1ting purp1e s01ution which was warmed gent1y in a 

water bath for sEWera1 hours. Pn:e.cipitation was effected 

by the addi.tion of isopropan01. The! fl1occu1ent b1ackis,h 

pr.e.cipitate was fi1tered off a1Ild p1aced in Cll vaicuum desiccator 

to dry. The: s01id obtained was a b1ack-purp1e powder. 

Unfortuna.te1y, neither of these methods. produced ill 

crysta1Eine comp1ex, nor apparent1y a pure species. Analysis 

figure~ on the samp~~ pre~ared by the first method, obtad ned 

from Dr CamRbe11 of Otago University, showed that there was 

ai considerab1e amount of suJiphur pn-es,ent ~ 

C 2.6.45 ~ 

The ra.tio CtH:S was ca1cu1a.ted as 117:29:1 or 1:1.70:0.06 

(118:31:1). No other ana1ysis £ligures were obtained. The; 

formu1a a.ss.umed from this was NaFe (C6 H'?06 )3. Na 2S04 .xH2 0, 

where x. is about 4 or 5, i.e. some water was pre-sent either 

as wCIlter of hydration 1·00se1y bound to the comp1ex. or 

absorbed £rom the atmosphere by the so1id. 

The s01id was s01ub1:e in w.ater and in me:than01, yie1ding 

a purp1e s01ution, but ins01ub1e in acetone, ch10roform, 

benzene and carbon tetrach10ride. On heating, it started to 
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de~ompoae at 68°c becoming shiny and black, and melted at 

OJ 
~bout 8a C. This large range of melting would suggest that 

the solid contained some· water. The solid complex was 

apparently stable provided it was . kept in a desiccator. 

To e.haracterize the solid, infrared- (IR) spectra were 

run of the solids made by each method and these were compared 

wdth the spectra for ferrous sulpha±e and sodium ascorbate 

as given in the literature [16J. The spectra for the two 

s ,ol.ids; weare t .o all appearances much the sa·me, one being given 

in fi.gure 2 .• 1. The. bands w-.ere atSsigned using tables of IR 

frequencies for eharacteristic bands [L7J. The sulphate 

band, occuring in the region 1050-~20Q cm- l , obliterated 

much of the portion of the graph where ascorbic acid bands 

6 -1 are expected. However, there were two bands, one at 1 20 cm 

the other at 17~5 cm- l , which could correspond to the C=C 

and C=O stretching frequencies. The large band a .t 3·500-

-1 -1 
~50a cm could be due both to WIl.ter present (:3200-3500 cm ) 

and to the OH stretching frequency from the bonding of the 

hydroxyl group to the iron atom ~orming ~ chel~te compound 

(2500-3200 cm- l ). The bands marked with cross~s were those 

arising: from tihe solvent, nujol. 

After consideration of the experimental techniques 

being used to characterize the complex, it was decided not 

to continue; to try to isolate a pure crystalline solid. 
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Becalllse) of' the nature of' the f'errous su.lphate/ascorbic 

acid system, it may not haw-e been pos.sible to isol..a.te & 

pure f'errous/ascorba:te complex. How.ever, if the complex is 

of' importance in biological systems ., its signif'icant reactions. 

and properties would be those in aqueous solution, and the 

unavaiLabiLity of' a . pure snlid would be of' little conse~uence. 
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Ch8!pter 3 FIX P-E RI M:E NT £L STUDIES 

3.1 Introduction 

To characterize the ferrousiascorbat~ complex, as many 

moc£ern physical techniques as possd.b1e were used. Folill.ow.ing 

H.miIton[8]t the oxidation of cyclohexane by th~ complex 

was studietf using gas chromatography to analys;e the products. 

This is a highly sen~tiv~ method of detecting smal1 amounts 

of p-ro:ducts of organic reactions. The pr.es:e.nce of a , col:oured 

s~ution immediat~y suggests an investigation o£ it& visible 

and WLtrmviol:et (UV) 5d>ectrum. The requirement of a neutral

izsa Eigand solution for the £ormation of the complex lied tto 

an investigation of its pHi depend«nce. From the variation o~ ' 

th~ p-H: of both the ligand' an~ complex sn~ution, information 

about the stability of th~ complex can be obtained. For 

hydrogen-containing specie£, nuclear magnetic ~esonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy is a us:eful analytical me~thod. When this species 

is bound as a 1~gand to a paramagnetic transition metal ~n, 

temperature-dependent shift~ of the pr~ton resonance peaks 

are:: somatimes: observed:. The proton NMR spectra. of ascorbic 

a'lCid, so<fi.um ascQJ.['bmte and the complex w.ere a:J.1 studied. 

EIsctron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy can be used 

to study transition metal ions under certain conditions 

determined by the electronic properties~ of the molecule. 
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Howeyer, the pnesenc~ of a paramagnetic metal ion does not 

necessarily mean that an ESR spectrum will be obtained at 

noom temperature. Since iron is at Mos_sbauer nucleus, 

detail~d information about the environment of the iron atom 

can be provi~ed by Mossbauer spectroscopy. Complementary 

to this, magnetic susceptibility also gives: information 

&bout the iron atom, from the <leviations~ of the magnetic 

moment from the spin-only value. More information can also 

be obtained by a temperature-dependent study of the complex 

using the last two techniques-. 

These methods:- and! their results alre now discuss.ed! 

individually in the rest of this chapter. 

~.a OXidation Reactions, 

HalDlilton and his coworkers; [8J reported the use of the' 

model ascorbic acid system as an oxid1zing a~ent for the 

oxidation of cyclohexane to cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone. 

T.heir experimental conditions weres 

1.1 millimole'S: aIScorbic ac id, 0: .. 04 millimoles; ferrous ion 

in at heterogeneous mixtur~ containing 31.5 mls; of 0.058 MJ 

CIlCetate buffer (pH 4 .5~), 30 mls: of acetone and: 5 mls of 

cyclohe~ne. The mixture was shaken under an atmospher~ of 

air for a hours;. The products, analysed by gas chromatogr~-
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phy, gave ill yie:l.d of 2.1 mg of cyc lohexanol and! 0.7 mg 

of cyclohexanone. 

To investigate whether the ferrous/ascorbate complex 

could be used in this oxidation proces&, the following 

experiments were carried: out. A mi~ture of 

15i mls; Analar acetone 

~5 mls distilEed wmter 

and 2.5 mls cyclohexane (spectroscopic grade) 

was, used, to which wa,s add'ed 

(1) and (2): approximately 0.1 gm of ferrous/as:corbatte 

complex" 

(3J atpproximately 0.1 gm of ferrous sulphate plus a large 

excess o£ sodium aacorbate. 

Oxygen was. bubbled through solution (1) for 2 hours; solutions 

(~J and, (3) were shaken in air for 2 hours:. 

The product~ ~re analysed using a Perkin-Elmer vapQUr 

fractometer model 154' gas chromatograph. The samples w.ere 

~jected with a syringe, using 2 ~l of liquid. The attenuat

ion was kept low to enabDe the p~~ to be observed, which 

led to trailing effects from the large solvent peak. A 

mixture of cyclohex8lne, cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone was 

used as a standard. The syringe was cleaned with acetone 

and injected to ensure there was no residue. 

All three solutions gave a cyclohexanol peak, but the 
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cyclohex~none peak was rather difficult to de,tect since it 

was masked by tihe tail of the soLvent peak. The soLuti'Ons 

became br'Own and finally yellow. 

The experiments were then repeated, under the f'Oll'Owing 

c'Onditi'Ons;. T'O the ab'Ove mixture was added 

(~) 0.160 gms ferr'Ous/asc'Orbate c'Omplex 

(2) 0.110.0 gma; sodium asc'Orbate and 0.0055 gms ferrous 

sulphate 

(3;) 0.I02~1 gms. f'lerr'Ous. sulphate and exces.s s'Odium asc'Orbate, 

m'Ore being added a~ frequent intervala. 

All aolJutiQns were' shaken in air fQr at least 2 hQurs. 

These sodutions were analysed by gas chrQmatQgraphy, 

all three:: giving cyclQhexanQl and cyclQhexanone peaks.. The 

cQnditiQns 'Of the gas chrQmatQgraph, such as temperature 

and gas flQw., had: been adjusted SQ that the cyclQhexanQne 

peak CQuld be 'Obtained distinct frQm the sQlvent peak. The 

chrQmatQgram 'Obtained f'Or 'One 'Of the. sQlutiQns, together w;·ith 

that fQr the standard, is shQwn in figure 1.1. SQluti'On (3) 

gave the greatest yield, remaining purple fQr several hQurs 

after solutiQn (1:.) had becQme yeWiow.. SQlutiQn (2) a1sQ 

remained purple lionger than sQliution (1). 

These results imply that the ferrous/ascQrbate cQmp1ex 

can b~ used tQ , oocid1z~ cyc~Qhexana. HQwever, better results 

are 'Obtained if the cQmplex can be fQrmed during the GxidatiQn 
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CONCENTRATION OF CYCLOHEXANOL (A) 
AND C YCLOHEXANONE (8) 

A 

- TIME 

GAS CHROMATOGRAM 

FIGURE 3-' 
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proce-s:s;. in the presence of exe:ess SDdium a:s..corbate the 

complex will form until all the sodium ascorbate is uaed 

up, provided that the ferr.~s ion has not been oxidized. 

Ini tiall~y the ferrous ion appe:a'Z's:; to cycle:. to form more 

complex, since those experiments in which excess sodium 

mscorba-xe was arlded: gcore more proclilcts;, but- t:he process 

apyarently cycle~ for only a finite time. As Long as there 

is; sufficient ferrous ion and sodium ascorbate. to :e'orm the 

~omplex, mor~ cycIohexano~ shouLd be formed. 

3..3 1lJ1T and V-is:ible Spectra 

The abs:orlrtion spectrum of the ferrousfascorbate compl:ex 

wa$ m~ured in the regions 400-12QO m~ and J60-aao m~ , 

using a Beckman DK2 spectrophotometer. A weak absorption 

band had its maximum at 553 ~ ~ m~ (figure ~.a) and & strong 

abs:nrption band had its maximum a~t 265 .:!:. 2 mr (figure 3.3). 

Camparison with the value for the max~mum of ferrous sulphate 

and s:oc£ium a:scorba'.te-- showed: that the 1:atter maximum correspCiJllldied 

to; the ascorbic a.cid absorption assooia.ted nth the. conjugated 

c:x..~ unsaturated ketone system [1L4I. C:ons..eq.uentlLy, the remain

ing experiments w~re concentrated in the visible region, 

400-750; mJA • 

In figure 3:.2:.., the various plots: c_onre:spond to different 
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times. The optical density of the purple solution slightly 

increased a£ter pr~paration, then gradually daereased, the 

sDlution becaming lighter in colour. Thi$ change in optical 

density was associated with the appearanc~ of a streaming ofl 

darker s~tion from the surface of the liqui~ in the cell, 

s;e~mingly becaus:e of oxidation by air". Shaking the solution 

~so altered the optical density. 

A~ estimate of the m~ar exXinction coef~1cient, € , at 

the band maximum was obtaine:d from a Beer-Eambert Law p1ot. 

Because. the oxidation of the ferrous/as~orbate so~ution 

seemed to vary with concentration, th~ question of the verif-

ication of the Beer-Lambert Law was difficult. In figure :;.q 

ru set of results' are R~otted at two concentrations (A amd B), 

toge~her with the line obtained for the less concentrated 

soillution if there was no oocidation and the Beer-Lambert Law 

could be app~ied rigorously (C). An estim~te of the extinction 

coefficient is 100-120, litre.mole-l.cm-l • 

The intensity of the absonption band can be measured 

in terms of the oscil~ator ~~rength, f [18], 

f = q\.32~ x 10-91 1J

'e d 11 

1)2-

i.e. the oscil~ator strength is the area under the band 

stretching from frequency VI to ~a (in cm- l ) in a pliot oB 

extinction coefficient a~ainst frequency. 
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For &pproximate calcuLations, the absorption bands of 

complex solutions are a~sumed to have Gaussian shapes, 

expressed anaLytic~ly by 

where a is a constant 

€ is the extinction coefficient at the maximum 
o 

absorption 

Vo is the frequency at the maximum absorption. 

The area under the curve is therefore approximated to E 6~ , 
o 

where 6v is the width of the band at half height. This is 

a:. convenient a lpproximation, and sufficiently accurate, if the 

band doe.s not show fine structure. Hence the oscillator 

strength can be given by 

f = lj,.32 x 10-9 x € x 6*lJ 

~ lj, ~ 10-3 

on substituting the above value of E, and the estimated 

value of 61) from figure 3.2:. 

The. spectrum of the yellow: solution, obtained a.f'ter the 

ferrous/ascorbate solution had been left standing in air, 

was aliso measured; the onset of an abs,orption was apparent 

about lj,00 mf. 
To determine the number of ligands co-ordinated to the 

meta~ ion, i.e. the number of ascorbate: ligands co-ordinated 
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to the fernou& ion, t~e Method of Continuous Variations 

(or Job's Plot) [l9] was used. Firstly, the spectra of 

sollitions cz::ontad ning ferrous sUlphate: and! sodium ascorbate 

in the ratios of 1:1, l:a, 1:3 ~re measured in the visible 

region. As these alI gave the same- maximum (a.t 553 mJA-)' it 

was assumed that only one complexing apecies was present in 

soDution or ' cou~d be detected in the visible region. Accor

ding~y the Job's Plot method was applicable. 

InitialLy, a plot ¥as done at three wavelengths, namely 

430., 550. and 60.0. mJA. These were chosen as being wavelengths 

at which the ferrous./ascorba\te complex soLution and the 

component solutions had appneciable differences in optical 

densities. The component soDutions: used werel 

0. .-0.1 M FeS0.4 

and o.~o.l M C6H7~Na, 

these being pre~a~ed immediately p~ior to commencing the 

experiment to minimize errors through oxidation of the solutions 

by ai~. Mixed solutions were prepared one at a time, 

containing x mls of sodium ascorbate s :olution and (lO-x) mls 

of ferrous sulphacte solution where x ranged from 4 to 9 mls. 

Each soDution was shaken well for a given time. Readings 

o£ the optical density were taken on a Beckman DU spectro

photom~ter at & set time, a fturther set of readings being 

taken after al fixed! time. This procedure was carried out 



for each solution, i.e. for each value of x. The optical 

densities of the component solutions were also measured. 

From the gnaphs obtained by pLotting the above results, 

the maximum appeared to li« in the region of 7-8 mls of 

sodium aacorb&t~. E.s the errors invo~ved in each reading 

were larg~, tha drawing of stradght linea through the points 

was somew.hat arbitrary. 

To clarify these results, ~ more accurate Job's Plot 

was done at 55» mJ-l O-ver the: range. of solutions x = 6.0 to 

9.0. mIs, in steps of 0.5 mls:, using a; Unicam SP500 spectro

photometer. The optical ~ensity was measured at tvo minute 

intervals for about ten minutes, in an attempt to average' 

the.. errors: in timing. The component s :oIutions used were t 

<l.OZ M FeS'04. 

and O.OZ M C6 H
7

06Na, 

the mixed so~tions: being prepared as previously, prior to 

taking the readings. 

Th~ errors involved arose mainly from the ~ow oxidation 

of the ferrous/as.corbate solution as w;'el~ as the component 

s~utions. The errors in taking the readings on the spectro

photometer and in pneparing the component soIutions were: 

consddere:d t .o be negLigiblEr. compared with those arising from 

the gradual oxidation of the ferrous/ascorbate solution. 

The resuLts obtained wera averaged over the time 
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interval involvedj these averagavalues, of optical density, 

together wi~ ~e±r deviation wdth time, ara shown plotted 

against the value of x in figure ~.5. The maximum, obtained 

by drawing two straight lines, thrc:rugh the experimental 

points, is &t x = 7.5 mls. Using Job's formula 

n = 
10-x 

where n is the number of co-or.dinat«d Ligands, and on substit

uting 7.5 for x , it was calcula.ted that there are three 

ascorba±e 'ligands bound to each ferrous ion. Accordingly, 

th~ species pnesent in solution is ~ 1:3 complex, and can 

be prepared by using one mole of ferrous sulphate and three 

moles of sodium a~corbate. 

1.4 pH Measurements 

In s-.ection 2_.4, it was noted that the ferrous/ascorbate 

complex was prepared by adding ferrous sulpha'.te to a s-olution 

of sodium ascorbate of pH 7. On addition of aCid, the 

purple soLution became colourle~s, whereas with alkali, the 

solution turned brown and gave ~ pn~cipitate, probably of 

iron hydroxid~. The effect of pH on the ferrous/ascorbate 

solution was then investigated. 

The pH me.asurements were carried' out using a Radiometer 

pH meter 22, with gla'ss and calomel electrodes. This wa,s 
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calibrate'd with a p'otassium hydrogen phthalate buffer of 

known pH, the pH being read to +0 .. 02. pH l units. The titrations 

were carried out us_ing a burette, containing aJ standard 

saaution of approximately 0.1 N sodium hydroxide, the vOLume 

being read to .!,0 ,.05 mls. Constant tempera,ture was main

tained by using ~ double-walled beaker, w.ith water flowing 

uhrough the sp~ce between the' two walls. Each solution to 

be' titrated was pne:pared immediately prior to doing the 

experiment. 

'Dhe experiment wa's carried out in two s;tage:s. A 

solution of known concentration of ascorbic acid was tiUrated 

with the sodium hydroxide s ,Qlution until a pHi of about 11 

was reached, after which the glass electroa,e is not accurate. 

Then a . solution of the same concentration of as;corbic acid 

~ith a known amQunt of ferrous sulphate added was titrated 

until a pH of about 7.5 was reached, when pre~ipitation 

occ:ured. 

This experiment was carried out using two different 

concentrations: 

(lAJ 25 mIg:; ofi 0.1 M ascorbic aicid s>ollution 

(lB) s;oliution (IA) plus 0.232: gms; of ferrous, sulphmte 

(2'(, ) 100 m]s of s~ution, 0.0,02: M in nitric acid and 

0.02 M in as;conbic acid 

(2,B) solution (2A) plus; 0 •. 056 gms; off. ferrous. sulphate. 
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During the titration of s;olutions (B), the coliourles.s 

s .olutions chamged through various shades of blue and violet 

to purple at pH ~.8-6.4. Above pH 7, the soLutions became 

brGWn and started to precipitate. Readings of the pH 

could no longer be taken a 'ccurately as this pnecipitation 

caused the pH to vary. The ascorbic acid solutions (A) 

became yelJlJow as the pH nos.;e: above 8; once again the pH 

varied somewhat, probably due to the oxidation of the solution. 

Graq>hs; of pH against mls of 0.1 N so.dium hydroxide 

s~llution added are shown. Figure >.6 shows the gra~h obtained 

for ~scorbic a~id solution. The neutralization point Ds at 

pH 7 showing that ascorbic acid does act as a monobasic acid. 

By noting the pH of the half-neutralization point [20], an 

estimate of the acid dissociation constant pKl is 4.15 ! 0.05, 

which is; in good agreement with the literature value quoted 

in section 2.2 aJS 4.17. 

Figure 3.7 is the graph obtained for solutions (1), 

a:nd. figure 3.8 is that for solutions (2). In the latter, 

the l lower curve has been displaced to allow comparison to be 

made be·tween the two plots. The two plots atre almost identical 

up to pH 6, when the plot for the ferrous/ascorbate so·lutions 

curve~ away. An estimate of the stability of the; complex can 

be made from the differences; between these two curv~ [al]. 

4s the plots: ciif:£:ere.d only above pH 6, and rea.dings of 
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pH were not accura±e above pH 7, this 1e~t anIy a very ~ew 

read1rigs which cou1d be u~ed in ca1cu1ating th~ stability 

constant. Furthermore, the 1imitation~ in the methoda used 

if.o c:a:l.cu1ate sta.biTity cons.tants:: [22:] did not appear to 

make:. such a: ca1cu1a.tion warthwhilLe:. C:ons:equent1y no attempt 

was marle to comput~ the stabi1ity constant ~or the comp1ex. 

However, the comp1ex W,Qu1d not be expected to be very stab1e, 

be:caus;e. the di~~erences: in the p-1ots are not great [aJ.]. 

3. • 5 NMR. Spe:c tra. 

A proton NMR. s .pe·ctrum o~ ascorbic acid and its s:orlium 

s&1t ~ initi~l~ ' run on & Varian nP60 High RBs~1ution 

NMR spectrometer a± Chemistry Division, Department o~ 

S.cient~i~ic and Indus.tria.1 Research, using D
2

0 (deutera..te..d 

water) as the s:01vent.. A sma1lL amount o~ :i- Ctrimethy1si1y1)

propanesllLphonic. a..c ia s od:i.um s:aliiL was added as an interna1 

:re~erence, and the re1a tiv~ pos:i tions o.~ the peaks obtained 

by the aud:i.o side- band method [23] using a ~requency o£ 350 cis 

to re~lect the s.pe.ctrum and in particu1ar the re~erence 

peak. Tha spectrum o~ the ~exrous ascorbate comp1ex was then 

done under the same conditions. 

La.ter an opportunity arose: to ' run the spe-ctra under 

~~nsiderab1y improved. reso.~ution, on a Varian DA60I spectro

meter a ,t Chemistry D.ivision. This: instrume:.nt has the ~a.ci1ity 
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of "locking'" on to one particular resonance peak in the 

8..1>ectrum, thus leading to. cons:iderab1y improved sta,bi1d.ty 

and resolution. A. few drops of a .cetone lCere add:ed to the 

D
2

0. solution and the a -,cetone peak was used to "lock" on to. 

The previously used internal reference was not found to be 

suitabLe since its s~lubi1ity in 820 was not sufficient to 

give a large enollgh peak to ullock" on to. With this system, 

the portion of the spectrum cont&ining the peaks (about 

100 cis) was spread over 50 cm of cha·rt. 

The spectrum of a .scorbic acid obtained initially is 

shown in figure 3.9, while' that obtained 1a.ter is shown in 

figure 1.9A. The peak positions in cis measured from the 

high-field singlet is given in tablJ.e 3;.1 for both ascorbic 

acid and its sodium sa.1-b:. 

Table 3.1 

Peak 

doublet 

s 'inglet 

doublet 

Positions of Peaks in NMR Spectra 

Spectra from DA60I. 

Peaks in cis (!0.2 cis) from high-fiie1d singlet. 

Ascorbic Acid 

-7.9 

-6.1 

0.0 

9.6 
11.4 

Sodium Ascorbate 

-8.1 

-5.9 

0..0 
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multiplet 14.9 12.6, 

16.7 14.7 

];7.1 15.6 

19.1 17.3 

doublet 22.6 2Q.6 

24.5 22.5 

doublet (X) 68.0 41.5 

69.8 43.4 

HOD 61.5 60.4 

The HOD peak arises from the interchange of the H on 

the four hydroxyl groups and the D in the D
2
0. The rest of 

the spectrum is dUe to the hydrogens situated on C-4, C-5 

and c-6 C-see section 2.2J. An interpretation of this 

spectrum, together with deduced values for the coupling 

constants and chemical shifts, is given in chapter 5. The 

spectrum obtained nor ascorbic acid is similar to that given 

in the NMR spectra catalogue [24]. 

Except flor one notll!ble feature, the spectra of s_odium 

a1Sco.rbate and a.scorbic acid are almost identica,l. The low-

field d-ouble_t at 6.9 cis in the latter has shifted to 

42 cis in the former, a ' shift of 27 cIs. The slight differ-

ence of a ,bout 2 cIs in some of the other pea>ks is not as 

significant as this comparatively large shift of the low-

field doublet (labelled X in table- 3.1). This will a ,lao 

be interpreted in ~hapter 5. 
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The s-pectrum of the ferrous/a's .corbate comp1ex consisted 

of three broad peaks in the same regions as the peaks in the 

soddum ascorbate spectrum. The HOD peak was very broad, 

a1most masking the neighbouring doub1&t. This broadening 

effect arose from the presence of a paramagnetic ion, high 

spin ferrous ion, which substantia11y reduced the proton 

re~ax~tion times [25J. Even the addition of one crysta1 

of ferrous su1phate to the s .odium ascorbate s01ution was 

sufficient to broaden the peaks so that the mu1tip,1et 

structure a ,bout 15 cis was no 10nger in distinct peaks. 

A temperature-dependence study was attempted on the 

comp1ex s01ution, but no conc1usive resu1ts were obtained. 

The 1arge peak at 10w fie1d shifted with increasing temper

ature, but this was probab1y due to the HOD peak, which is 

temperature-dependent [26J. The broad nature of the pea~s 

a1so made it difficu1t to measure the positions of the peaks 

with enough a~curacy to te11 if a temperature-dependent 

shift had occured. 

However, as the ascorbic acid spectrum had not previous1y 

been characterized using theoretica1 techniques, it was 

thQUght to be r~1evant to interpret this spectrum and the 

assGCiated spectrum of sodium ascorbate. The theoretica1 

interpretation of these two spectra is given in chapter 5. 
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3.6 ESR Spectrum 

An ESR spectrum of the ferrous/ascorbate complex was 

run on a Varian ESR spectrometer at the University of Sydney, 

New South Wales. The spectrum obtained showed the e'harac

teristic spectrum of manganese [27]. The presence of mangan

ese was confirmed by an emission s~ectrograph, done by 

Dr Sullivan (Analar FeS04.7H2Q contains 0.03 70 of manganese 

impuri ties) • 

Be~ause of spin-lattice relaxation times, ESR spectra 

are rarely observed for high spin ferrous compounds at room 

temperature. By reducing the temperature to liqUid hydrogen 

or liqUid helium temperatures;, it is poss:ible. to reduce spin

lattice relaxation so that an ESR s;pectrum may be detected. 

This is ~scussed by F£ggis [2B]. 

3.7 Mtissbauer ~ectra 

MossJ:>auer spectra of the ferrousLa.scorbate complex lItere 

run on the Mosshauer s .pectrometer at Victoria Univers,ity of 

welLington, by Dr R. Bailey. The sample used, containing 

apP'roximately 0.OZ5 gm ~f iron per square centimeter of 

sample, was prepared by the second method gjven in section 

2 .• 4.. Mosshauer spectroscopy does not depend critical1.y on 

the amount Gf so~ia present, provided there is sufficient 

iron present. The use of a pure crystalLine solid was not 
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essentiaU. becaus;e~ the: sample lIUlS powdered to &nsure. a 

homogeneOU$ mixture. 

Th8) spectrum obta·ined a\t room tempeTlllture, shown in 

figure 3.10, has tw.o fairly broad peaks with minima· at 87 

and~. 1L45 channels. Using conversion factors obtained firom 

a , calibration s;pectrum of sodium nitrropIrussdde, the quadrupole 

spllitting llE
Q 

and c~hemical shift 0 with reference to stain
ss 

les;s; steeL were calcula,ted ~.2:9J as 

llEQ. • 2.53 + 0.10 mm/s.ec 

o = ~.12 . + 0.10 mm/sec. ss 

Using the' cormdation diagram [29J, it is se.en that 

these va~ue$ cOntte~pond to the iron being in a . high spin 

f&rrOllS, s:tate. Comparison w,i th the values given ii.or 

FeS04.7H20, namely 

liEQ = 3.. ao mm/ s.:e:c 

fi = 1.31 mm/sec ss 

shows. tha)t llE
Q 

de'pendS on the ligands surrounding the iron 

atom. 

The temperature-dependence of the Mossbauer spectrum 

was also considered. At low. temperatures, the spectrum 

peaks became somewhat sharper and the value of llEQ increased. 

Values obtained at 195 0 K (dry ice/alcohol mixture) w.ere 

llE:
Q 

= 2 .• 87 + 0.10 mm/s.ec 

o = 1.09 + 0.10 mm/sec. ss 
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Within the experimental &rror, the chemical shift is 

inde1>endent of temperature. An interpretation of these 

values of 6E
U 

is given in section 4.7. 

3.8 Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on the ferrous/ 

ascorba,te complex at various temperatures were carried out 

&t the Tala Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, 

India. The &ampl:e used was made in the same; preparation as 

that used in the Mossbauer experiments, but, unlike in 

Mossbauer spectroscopy, impurities could lead to large erttOrs 

in ~ determination of the magnetic moment. As discussed in 

section 2.4, the molecular ~eight and composition of this 

complax were not known accurately. 

The results obtained for the gram susceptibility Xg 

at various temperatures are given in table 3.2 [p.53J. A 

plot of 1/ X against T (in oK) is strictly linear, with 
g 

intercept at _9
o

K, i.e. the Curie-Weiss Law [30J, 

x = g 
C 

T + e 

where C is the Curie constant, is obeyed with a Weiss constant 

The. molar susceptibility x~or is then calculated using 

the formula 

X cor 
M 
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where )(d is the correction for the diamagnetism of the 

molecule, calculated empirically from Pascal's constants [31J 

Xd = [290 + 13xJ 10-6 c.g.s. units: 

where x is the number of water molecules in the complex. 

X. cor In calculating M ,two molecular weights have bee-n 

considered, 854 (obtained ~rom the formula given in section 

2.4 with x = 6) and 900 (to a 'ccount for impurities). 

The magnetic moment was then calculated [30J from 

fleff = 2.84J X cor 
M 

T 

assuming the Curie Law (i. e . Q = 0) and 

fA eff = 2.84 J X ~or (T + Q) 

assuming the Curie-Weis& Law. The magnetic moments obtained 

for these four possibilities are given in table 3.2. 

It is interesting to note that l~ for MW = 854 and ,'eff 

MW = 900 differ by an approximately constant amount, namely 

0.14 Bohr magnetons, for both the Curie and Curie-Weiss Laws. 

The ratio of the ~eff's is approximately the square root of 

the ratio of the MWs, the only other contributing factor 

being the correction for diamagnetism which is small. The 

Curie-Weiss values show less variation with temperature than 

the corresponding Curie values. 

Although the experimental errors were not given for 

these va-lues, the actual measurements would involve some 

error as well as those arising from impurities and the 
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uncertainty in the molecular weight. The range of these 

latter errors can be seen in the values. quoted in table 3.2... 

Ta.ble 3.2 Magnetic Susceptibility and Magnetic 

Moment for Various Temperatures 

'Xg 1 Peff in Bohr ma.gnetons 

T cgs units Xg Curie Law Curie-Weiss. Law 

x 106 x 10-4 
MW 854 MW 900 M\i 854 MW 900 

84 41.94 2.385 Ji.95 5.08 5.21 5·35 

96.5 }7.53 2.665 5.02 5;.16 5·25 5>·39 

112. 32' .75 ~.O53 5.06 5.20 5.26 5.40 

13'4 27.54 3.631 5.08 5·22 5.25 5.3.9 

]j)6 22.52 4.440 5.12 5.26 5.26 5.40 

222.5 17.39 5.751 5 ·2:3 5· . .37 5·33 5 . . 48 

2.88 13·57 7 ·375 5.27 5.41 5)·35 5.50 

295 13.14 7.612 5.25 5·39 5·3,3 5.4.8 

[The value for room temperature (Z88°K) was obtained by 

interpolation of the results plotted on the graph of 

against T]. 

1/'X g 

On comparing with the u:s:pin-only" value. of 4.9 [30J, these 

values: offA are found to ~~rxespond to the pr.esence of £our 

unpaired. electrons, thus confirming that the iron atom in 

the complex is in a high-spin ferrolls s.~ate. 
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The value quoted for F'eS04. 7H2 0 is 5. 2Z Bohr magnetons 

[32]. Thes e value'S lie wi thin the- experimental range for 

ferrous. compounds, 5.1 - 5.7 quoted by Figgjs and Lewis 

[3 2 J. 

An interpretation of these results is. given in 

s.:ection 4.7. 
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Cha,pter 41 FIELD CAL C U L it T ~o N S 

4.1 Introduction 

From the experimenta1 resu1ts discussed in chapter ~, 

certain features of the ferrous/ascorbate comp1ex have be'en 

chara'Cterized. 'nhese a -re now discussed in terms of the 

Crysta1 Fie1d_ mode1 for transition meta1 ion comp1exes. 

Malgnetic susce'ptibi1ity and Mossbauer studies have 

shown that iron is in a high spin ferrous s ,tate with config-

t " d 6 ura 10n ' • UV studies have shown the comp1ex to have three 

ascorbate 1igands surrounding it, presumab1y bound via tha 

oxygen atoms on C-2 and C-3 1io form a bidentate che1ate group. 

The majority of ferrous comp1"exes have their ligands 

alrranged around the centra1 metail ion -at the ve.rtices. o£ an 

octahedron; these are sa'id to have octahedraJi. czrystal fie1ds 

and be10ng to the symmetry point group 0ho Because the' 

ascorbate 1igand~ ara asymmetrica~, the ferrous./ascorbate 

comp1~ wi1I ha:.ve on1y- C
3 

s:ymmetry, and: this is~ 1rurther 

reduced if free ro.ta tion about sing1e hondS: is_ a.11.ow:e.d 0 

How.ever, if the Qrinc.ip1e.:: of lioca1- symmetry is 8'pp,lled, the 

c:omp1e.x can be approximated t:o ~ in the first ins.tance and: 

even to ~ symmetry. This' prcincip~e states [)3J tha.t it is 

the immedia±e aurnoundings which are the most impontant in 

the_ as.s:essme:nt Q;f the symme.try of the environment of the 
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metal ion. The: mtoms bonded 

1io ithe me..ta'~ Lon alre: «11 

oxygen atoms, giving ~ s:ymm

e±~y; these ~re further banded 

1io carbon a~oms which form a 

£ive-membered ring ~th the 

fernnus; ion, thus: giving ~~ 

symmetry, as shown. 

'Dher4rl'one, in this crystaa. field ca~cu1ation, the model 

assumed for the comp~ex i~ that ~f a bidentate complex with 

R3 symmetry. To calculate the eigenstates. for & transition 

metal ion in a. c:ryst~ field of 0.
3 

symmetry, the crys:ta:l 

field p:otent itcl V
D 

has t '.o be known. The e.:rys.tal.. £ield 
3 

R:ote:ntia1s. :f!:or '\ ana ~ qmme.try are [34J 

4 Y 0 + f 4 -4 w = r. ' [A B 'YIi 
+. Y Ii. } J 

~ 4 

V c: 2: Yz.o, *" r Ii[D 0 E(Y 3 y43 }J = r- Yli 
+. + 

D3' 4 

where the cons.tant term, which shifts all crys.tal field 

e:igens.:tates. by the: same amount, has been omitted, A, B t C, 

D and &are conatants, and Y m is a norm~ized spherical 
n 

harmonic. 

The use o;f V
D 

3 
immediateLy presents a problem. Whereas 

the erystal field eigenfunctions can be expressed in for v.~, 

terms; of jus tone: c :rystali. field parameter D.q"" < r 4)/&5 



[ < rm) is; the average value of rm f .or the 3-d wa:ve function, 

~ is the metal-lligand distance], for Vn~ (and also for Vo ) 
oJ 4 54 

t1lOO crys;tal field parameters; are neaded, namely <r '> /a 

and <r~£a2. This E&tter parameter givea the contribution 

firom ~e low symmetry components of the crystal field. 

The: problem arises in relll\ting these two parameters., 

i.e. in calcula-:ting the ratio (r2 )/<r 4> • 'no.. do this, the 

radial wsve function ~d(r) mus;t be accuttately known. 

Self-consistent field wave function~ are available ~or d6 

iron, but only for the free a ltom. It is not known how aq>prop-

riate these would be for an iron atom in a molecule. 

To overcome this problem, a , different approalCh is made. 

The formul81 fOr the crystal field. potie.ntial for D3 is: taken 

VD3 = . V~ + low symmetry component 

v: + t . 2 Y 0 = . ~ erm ~n r a. 

Transforming the last term with eq~ivalent operators [35] 

yields constant[L 2 
Z'. 

taken as 

L(L+l)]. Hence the D3 potential is 

where 0, the dQstortion parameter measuring the extent of 

the l!Dwering of the symmetry from oc tahedraL t.o trigonal, is 

regarded as ~n adjustable parameter. 
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Furthermor~, from mathematical group theory, the effect 

on the octahedral crystau field eigenstates- of lowering the 

symmetry about the metal ion from 0h to n3 c~n be predicted 

[36]. For example, 

to 

E goes.; into E-

" " 

" " 
The above crystal field potential Va = Vo + E 0 lL. 2 

3 h 1Z 

dOes indeed lead to the appropria\te s_pl.itting of the octahedral 

crystal field eigenstates: [see s;ection 4.41. 

This_ approach cons.;iderably s,implifies the mathematics, 

as well as overcoming the problem o£- unknown ,parameters. 

By calculating values of MQ andf as a. function of 0 and 

comparing these values ~ith those obtained experimentally, 

~ value of 0 can be deduced. 

Some Rhysical properties- are more sensitive to contrib-

utions from the low aymmetry components than are others. 

For &xample, Mossbauer spectroscopy is highly sensitive, 

magnetic susceptibility modera,tely s_ensitive~ , whereas UV 

spectroscopy is hardly s:ensitive a lt all [37]. Hence in the 

interpretation of the UV spectrum, the "distortion" is of 

negligible effect, and the model used is that of a crystal 

field of octa~edra~ symmetry. 
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For ca'1culating liEQ and. lA, the ion is. assumed to be in 

8l crysta.l field of trigona~ly distorted octahedra1 symmetry. 

Allowance for spin-orbit coupling is a1so made. The ca1cu1-

ations ' are performed by treating the spin-orbit coupLing 

interaction and the trigona1 distortion as perturbations on 

the octahedral crystal field ground state, 5 T
2

, for high spin 

d
6 . 

~ons. The eigens::tates; for transition metal ions in 

crystal fields' of octahedral symmetry have been characterized 

in great detail by Griffith [~8J. Mixing of any excited 

states such as 5E into the ground state, through spin-orbit 

coupling, is; neglected. The magnetic moment r and quadrupol.e 

spldtting ~EQ are calcu~a±ed by using th~ appropriate Hamil

tonians with the crystal field eigenstates, for various ratios 

of ~stortion parameter and spin-orbit coupling constant. 

Temperature dependence is also considered. Comparison with 

experimental resul.ts then enables an estimation of the 

contribution to the crystal field from the low symmetry 

components, i.e. the degree of distortion in the ferrous" 

ascorbate complex. 

From this., a , pr~iction of the temperature dlependence 

o£ JA and LlE.
Q

. can be 'made and a. correlation ma.de. between p 

an<L 6E
Q

• 
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~.z Interpretation of Visible Spectrum 

Ta interpre~ th~visible spectrum of the ferrous/ 

ascorbate complex, i.e. to explain the va~ue& of A ,€ max 

anw ~ obtained in section ~.3, it is necessary to know the 

energy levels of the complex. The calculaltion of the energy 

6 
levels for a-; d system, making al110wance for both interalec-

tronic interactions and crystal f.ieldS of medium strengths is 

& difficult exercise in quantum mechanics. However, calcula-

tions; of. this t 'ype for dn configurations in cr.ysta1 field.Js of 

oc tahedral s.,ymmetry ha.ve been carried: out, a;nd presented in 

the form of Tanabe-Sugano diagrams" for certain values of 

the. Racah parameters (~he parameters of interelectronic 

intera'Ction), Band C [39J. The diagram for d6, is' shown in 

figure 4.1, together with the value of y. = C/B us.ed in its 

calculation. The energy levels E: 81re plotted, aLong the· 

vertical axis, and the cnystal field strength ~ along the 

ho,rizontal axis:, both being in units of B. 

2+ The:: Racah parameter values' required for Fe differ 

fxom those for C03 +, being y = 4.1 and B = 1060 em-I (£or 

3+ Co ,T = 4,.808 and B = 106 5 -1) em • Unfortunate~y it is 

not pos-s.:ib]e to indicate how. changes in y will alter the 

diagram, though it has been stated [40J that the diagrams do 

not s .eem to be:' s;ens i tive to the ratio y. However, trans.·i tions 

between terms of the same multiplicity depend only on B, 
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and the energie'ss for these particular transitions are there-

fore independent o~y. 

'Dbese diagrams have been calculated for dn configurations, 

in cry~~~ fields of octahedral &ymm~try. Provided hhat the 

low symmetry cr.ystal field ' component pne.s;ent in the complex 

is small compared, w:ith the main octahedral c'rystal field 

component, the distorten octahedral complex. can be treated 

as a perturbed octahedr~~ complex. This has. been discussed 

in section 4.1. 

With these ~ssumptions, it, is now possible to charact-

erize the visible: &pectrum of the complex using the method 

outlined by Figgis ('4.1]. The purple sollution results from 

~n absorption band' at 553 m~ = 18,100 cm- l (€* 110, f ~ 

4 x 10-3 ). These values of € and ~- are of the right order 

of magnitude for a d-d transition. Furthermore, MHssbauer 

and magnetic moment studdes have shown t.hat the 5T2 term is 

the ground, s:;tate. Hence, by the selection rule that transit-

ions are spin w~lowed only between terms of the same multi-

plicity, the band is assigned to the d-d transition 

5T 
2 

which has an energy of 6. Hence the value of 6 is 18,100 

-1 
cm • 

The- va!lues of € and f are higher than the conre.sponding 

2+ -1 values for Fe(H
2

0)6 ,which has a~eak band, at 10,000 em 
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(£= 1.1, f = 1.6 x 10-5 ) [42]. Hamil intensi tie's for other 

c'omplexe:d ions are often much higher than for the cOltrespon-

ding aquo ion. This has been attributed to the lowest 

electronic leve-ls: occuring at higher energies in the free 

water molecule than in most other ligandS [43], preventing 

much "intensity steal.ing". The mscorbate ligand has an 

abaorption band at 265 m~= 37,700 tm-1 , which will cause 

the d-d band to "intensity steal'f; and hence have higher £ 

and f values. 

From this interpretation of the visible spectrum us,ing 

the Tanabe-Sugano diagram, a , value of the crystal field 

parameter, 6, has been obtained. However, a~ there is only 

one; obs_erved d-d: transition, it is not possible:. to calculate 

the Racah parameters for the iron atom in the complex. 

~.3 wave Function~ and Span-orbit Interaction Calculation 

From an interpretation of the UV spectrum, using the:. 

Tanabe-SUgano d~agram for d6 , a value for the crystal field 

parameter ~has been deduced, in section ~.2. Since this ~ 

f ,or the c_omplex: is, less than &. , the: critical, value of. 6 _ at 
c 

the cross-over point [s::ee figure 4.1], the excited sta,te.s_ 

are sufficiently high in energy 11hat sp;in-orbit interaction 

will not le~d to a significant mixing ox any excited ~tates 

into the ground state. Conseq~ently, in these calculations, 
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only the wave function~ for the gnound state need be 

c ons::idared. 

The ground date C·or high spin d 6 5T2 can be: repres:ente.d 

4:I 2 . :l 
by t2 ( T~)e- ( A2 ) [44J. From Griffith [45J the: basis; wa.ve 

functions can b~ d:etermine.d from the functions for t2, 4 and; 

2-
e. • in term~ of the complex d orbitals, i.e. 

13Tl 1 1) - -
13Ti L -I) - -

13T lL Q> = 1 

13"~ 1&2) = 

! = 1 1 [I Z) -1-2)J 
0/2 

£ = 1: CIa) +1-2)] 
J2.. 

e = 10) 

~L2 = ~lL+ ~l-

I of 2~-f.> 1 -1-
1 

112_1 + ~1 + ) 

11 + -1 + ~12 > 
1&+£+> 

and Im
1
> is at. short-hand notation :£or the complex d wave 

function having angular depenaence iml¢ e • Therei'ore it 

f~I.ows that 

:: 

= 
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+ 2t + of, + 
= - 11 -1 ~1 e € > 

where the notaticm. 15T2 ~ MS> will be' explained later. 

Using the, spin angular momentum one-electron step operators 

6 
the complete basis S:iet of wave functions; for d ma.y be 

obtainerl from tthe: terms lis,-ted a·.bove. A'S am. example: of the 

use of the step operators>, the basis function 15Ta -1 1> is. 

derived from that for 15 '112 -1 a> l-

15T2 . -1 :r.) = 5 _1 5 'D2 -1 2) 

, I 2 + S + + ...... +) = S ][ -1 e ~ 
- 1 

- - 1 [11L2 -lL- ~l+ e+ €'+) 
2 

I 2 + t + - .~+) + 1 -1 ~ Q ~ 
1 

+ 112._1+~-e+€+) 
1 

+ 112 _1+£]+Q+e:-) J. 

The 15 basis wave functions obtained are given in ta'ble' 4.1 

[table'S 4.1 - 4: .12 are. in A'Ppendix: I]. 

The affect of spin-orbit interaction is calculated 

by considering the Hamiltonian for spin-orbit interaction, 

H1 
S -L 

i 
! 1 .• s. 

1 1 

=L/[l.s. +1.s
i 

+1.s. ] 
i - 1Z 1Z 1X X 1y l.y 

=L 
i 

! [1. s;. + ~(l. +8 . + 1. s. + >J 
1Z 1Z 1 1- 1- 1 

where ! is the spin-orbit coupling con8.tamt 

1i is the one-electron orbital angular momentum operator 
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Si is the one-electron spin angular momentum operator 

and! the i summation is over the- six d electrons. 

The l5x15 m~trix, whose elements ~e where the 

~. are the basis wave functions, is then set up and its 
1 

eigenvalues and · eigenfunctions; calcula:ted. These are given 

in table' 4.2., which s.hows that one! of! the eigenvalues is 

7-fold de.generate, one is 5-fold, and the other 3-fold 

de,generalte. 

This type of calculation using the complex d wava 

functions is both complicated and time consuming. A much 

simpler method of finding the eigen~tates of spin-orbit inter

action ia to use the structural isomorphism of a 2S+lT . term 
1 

to & . 2s+lp term C~6]. This is justified by the previous 

assumption that there is no appraciable mixing o~ any of the 

excited states into the ground state. Here the 5T..
2 

term is 

considered equivalent to 5 pJ where J is 3, 2, 1. The wave 

functions; may then be written in terms of I ~ MS > , where 

MS = ~2, !l, 0 and ~ = !l, O. This gives 15 ba~is wave 

functions, and it may be seen from table 4.1 that these a ·re 

the terms given on the left hand side of the table. 

The-' spin-orbit interaction is considered using the 

Hamiltonian 

'V l .• s. 
1 1 

= "'\) L.S 
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where ~ is the spin-orbit coupling constant with respect 

to the new basis. The~ eigenfunctions are conveniently 

obtained using Wigner's formula [~7], 

I L S J M> = L < 11.. S Mr.Ms I L S J M) I L S ML MS '> 
MS'~, 

where <L S; ~ KS I E. S J M) are the Clebsch-Gordon-Wigner 

coefficients and IL S ~~s) (or I~MS) as L and S ~re 

constant throughout and can therefore be omitted) are the 

basis wave functions. The resulting e'igenfunctions are the 

same as for the complex d case, as given in table 4.2. 

The~ eigenvalues a-.re then s ,imply the diagonal elements 

of the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian, with respect to 

the appropriate eigenfunction: 

E = (JMIH'IJM> = < J M I V L.S I J M '> s 

= <J Mlv ' [J2_L2_S2] I J M) 
2 

= <J M I 'V [J(J+l)-L(L+l)-S(S+I}J I J M) 
2 

= ~ [~(J+l)-L(L+l)-S(S+l)]. 
2 

In this case L = 1, S = 2 and J = 3, 2, 1, giving three 

eigenvalues, 

(3 M H' 3 M) = 2'\1 s 

<2 M H' 2 M) = -'\I s 

(I M H' 1 M) = -3'V • s 

Comparison with the previous results, given in table 4.2., 
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shows that V is equivalent to r /4. 

4.4 DJistortion Calculation 

Having obtained the eigenstates £or spin-orbit coupliing 

interaction, the next effect to be considered is the lowering 

of the !Lymmetry of the octahedral field., i. e. the "dis.tontion" 

of the c.rysta.l f.ieLd around the ion, as dis<cussed in s.ection 

4.1. The appropriate Hamiltonian 

H I = L & 1 . Z = 
d . :J.Z 

1 

is taken as 

[) L 2 
z 

where [) is_ the d:iS±ortion parameter. This is appliied as a 

perturbation to the eigenfunctions r{!;. o£ spin-orbit interaction. 
1 

Us:ing this, Hamiltonian, the 115x15 matrix lIthose dements 

are <(,ItiIHs:+Hdl~j) is s-.et up. This factorizes. into three 

lxl, three 2x2 and two 3x3 matrices, which are given in 

table 4;.1". k it is not convenient to so~ve these matrices 

for the general case, numerical values w.e:.re subs.ti tuted for 

the ratio x . = fiI!. The range. of values c.onsiaered: for x 

was. from -1·.5 to +2:.5. 

HaYing obtained the matrix elements CDr the various. x 

va-lues., the eigenvaU.ue:s and eigenfunctions: w.ere: calculated 

using an ALGOL Ja~obi eigenvalue procedure, on the El1iott 

503 computer, of the App~ed Mathematic~ D£Vision, Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research. A typical set 

of eigen~~a±es for one value of x is given in table 4.4. 



For cases when the ~S±ortion to tha crysta~ ~ia1d is 

much larger than the s .pin-orbit coupling interaction, the 

waYe functions must first be ~agonalized with respect to 

the d1~ortion Hamiltonian Hd ; then the spin-orbit coupling 
, 

interaction Hamiltonian, Hs' is ~plied as a perturbation. 

The isomorphous p wawe functions IHtMS) are taken as the 

balSis, these already being eigenfunctions:. ()If Hd s.ince Lz.
2 

acoes:not alter the baJsis wave functions. The eigenvalues 

are then simply the diagonal matrix elements, <~MS I Hdl~~S>' 
i.e. 

oL 2 
z. 

oL 2 
z · 

+1 MS'> = 0 

o MS) = 0 • 

Under this reduction of symmetry, the ground state is split 

into two states, separated by an amount o. 
The spin-orbi·t coupling Hamiltonian, H', is now: applied 

s 

to the wave functions, arnd the matrix elements (MLMS I Hd+H~ I 

Mi. MS> evaluated. The lL5xI.5 ma.trix factorizes into tw.o 

lxI, two 2x2, and three 3'x3 submatrices, these being given 

in table 4.5. 

T~ find the limiting values of the matrix elements when 

olt tends to infinity, the rat io rIO- is given the value zero. 

Th~ only non-zero terms in the matrices. are then those arising 

so~ly from the distortion, i.e. the effect of spin-nrbit 

coupling is negligible. Therefore the matrix elements 
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obtadned are thos:e £lor Hd , namely 6 or o. 

As v~luea oc. 6/t greater than 2.5 were not used in 

these calculations" ma,trice:s aris.:ing from 1arge distortion 

were not needed C.or the~ remaining c~culations. 

4..5 Magnetic Mome'nt Calculations 

HaNing obtained the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 

resulting from spin-orbit coupling and a distortion from 

octahedr~l symmetry, the effect of an externa~ magnetic field 

is; next considered-. The magnetic interaction Hamiltonian 

to be applied to the eigenfunctions of spin-or-bit and distor-

tion interactions is 

where 

H' m =L 
i 

f3( 1. + 2.:>s.).H 
1 1 

= f3(L + 25).H 

::I f3H (L +25 ) + f3H (1., +25 ) + ~R (L +25 ) 
z; z- z y y y . x x x 

f3 is the Bohr magneton 

H is the applied magnetic field. 

When applied to the isomorphous p wave functions, this 

Hamiltonian is transformed. to 

H = W( yL + 25). H 
m 

= f3H (yL +.25 ) ~ f3H (yL +25 ) + f3H (YL +25 ) z ; z z y y y x x x 

= H" + 2H.J. 
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where y is a , constant to be determined, arising £rom 

the use of the: isomorphous p w~ye functions 

H" = I3H ( yL + as ) 
z z z 

H =!3H tyL. + 25: ) = I3H (yL +:!S ) • 
.L Y Y Y x. x x 

The~ constant y is Cile,termined by evaluating one matrix 

e:l.ement <qs.'il HI/I ~i > using the complex d wave functions and 

, ~omparing this; with the conresponding element obtained using 

tlle is-Dmorphous p waye~ functions;: 

:-. (y + 4) I3H 

<5T2 1 al H:, 15'£.2 1 2.) = <1+-12~1+&+€+II3H(Lz+28z.)ll+-12:~1+&+€+> 

Hence y. = -1. The Hamiltonians can now be written 

H" = f.lH(_L +28 ) 
tJ z. z 

H.l. = !3H(-L +28 ) 
x. x 

The eigenfunctions <p. of t .he spin-orbit and distortion 
~ 

Hamiltonian, HI + H
d

, have be~n determined as ~inear combin
s; 

ations of the eigenfunctions ~i of the spin-orbit interaction 

Hamiltonian, HI. The effect of HI/ and HL on these spin-orbit 
s, 

eigenfunction~ ~i is; therefore determined first. For H" , e.g. 

<~2IH"I~,..) = < f2, 11 1) + fi 10 2>1~<'-L +25 )1 @,IJ.. 1> + fIlo a» 
40. ~3 ~3 z , z J3 {, 
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= < ~ 11 1'> + A 1 a 2> I it ell 11 1> + A 4 ~H I 0 2> '> 

== 2 ~H <1 1 I 1 1> + 4 !3Hi <0 2 I 0 2 '> 
3 3 

= 2!3H 

< ~21 HI/I ~ 8 ') = < ~ 11 1) +. ~ I 0 2> I [,3H (-L z +25 z ) I-A 11 1') + ~ 10 2') '> 

=( ~ 11 1'> + It I 0 2> \-Jt (3H 11. 1 '> + ~ 413H I 0 2 > '> 

== - ~ I3Hi (L 1 I 1 1'> + 4 {2 ~ < Q 2 I 0 2 > 
3 3 

= IZ- I?H. 

[Na.te 1)hat since H" does_ not alter the MS or ~, values; of' 

tha wave . function~, the only non-zero matrix e~ements. will 

be.. betwe.en ¢.' s c_ontaining linear combinations of basis 
1 

functions with the: same Ms: and: ~ values]. 

the HJ. case, 

5imiIarly, ~or 

<~LIH.1I¢I-) :::: (I 2 II3H[-¥.zCL++L_) + (S++S:_)] 11. a> 

=- <1 a I - ~ r?H 10 2:.) + z. I3H 11 1) > 
2 

= 0 

<~2IH.lI¢I') = <~ 11 1> + it I a 2>1~(-~(L++L_)+<'S:++5_)] 11 2.>:> 

== < ft 11 1'> +-it I a 2..) 1-~ I3H I 0 2:> + 2. I3H I 1 1 > > 
z{2 6H <1 1 ILL> -!;@. ~H <0 2 10 2 > 
fj Z.f3 

== 

= R !3H. 
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[Note ~at since' HL contains only S±ep-up and step-down 

angular momentum operators, it must alter aither ~he MS or 

the ~ values of the wave functions. Hence matrix elements 

between ¢.'s ~ontwining linear combina~ions of the same 
:1. 

basis~ wave functions mus± necessarily b~ zero, i.e. 

<¢. I H.1.I~.) = () in pmrticular]. 
:L :L 

These matrix elements with respe~t to the ~.'s, given 
:L 

in tables. 4.6 and 4.7, ara then us~d to find the matrix 

elements associated with the Hamiltonians HI and H2 , where 

Tw:o ~5x15 matrices::-, with elements <<PiIH:l' 4>j> and 

<<PiIH21<pj'> , are now s:et up. The, firs:t factori~s into two 

lxI, two 2X2 and three 3x3 matricea; the. second dbes not 

factorize. The off-diagonal elements contain terms in ~H 

only, as the 4>i haye already been d1agonalized with nespect 

t.o H' + H The diagonal elements are made up o£ the eige.n-s.d· 

values of H~ + Hd plus, in the case o~ H:l' a contribution 

from HU. The diagonal elements :Cor H2: aris ing from H1. have 

a~ready been shown to be zero. 

These off-diagonal elements are very much &maIler than 

the diagona:1 elements, for values of the magnetic Cield H 

used experimentally: 

-20 -1 6 -5 -1 -1 
~ = a.9~73 x 10 erg.gauss = 4. 7Q x 10 em gss 
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-1 
and f _or H = 10,000 gauss, ~H :i 0,.5 em ,which is small 

c:ompared ~ith t (:i 4iOO cm- l 
for the fre:e Fe ion [4.8]). 

To solve 1ihe matrices Hij £or their eigenvalue~s" Ei' 

secondI order perturba:ttion theory was us:ed [1i9] : 

where 

Ei =. H .. + 
11 ~j Hi .. H .. 

1J J1 

Hii -lIIj j 

H .. = <<I>.IHI<I>.). 
1J 1 J 

Fifte~n eigenvalues are obtained for each matrix, these 

being of the form 

E.l. ' = A.( 
1 1 

+ B . QH 
1'" 

+ C. 
i 

+ D. @2H2 
1 I 

where the A., B." C. and D. are nume:rical constants. 
111 1 

It is 

found that for each value of oil there are 9 different 

valiues; for A:.
1
" C. and D., while the B. halVe Ji2 value'S (6 + 
111 

paired values), the other values being zero. The_ A. values. 
1 

are the eigenvalues ~f the Hamiltonian HI + H. The constants 
s d 

a 're given for each value of of! in table 4.8. 

HalVing obtained the eigenva\lues, the magnetic susceptib-

ility can be 

x 

calculated from 

L -aK. = N i au~ 
H 

the fLormula 

eJelP (-E.'/kT) 
1 

[5 0 J 
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~ is the molar susceptibility 

N is the Avogadro number 

k is the Boltzmann constant 

the' E'i &lTe the eigenvatlues 

and H is.: the a ,pplied maJgnetic' fiield. 

The f:ormulae. for XII and }(.l are' defined similarly. In 

app.:1ying this formula, the mathematical approximation 

if 8l» b 

is made. It has been shown previnusly that terms in ~H are 

very much sma.ller than terms in !. Terms, in highe'r powers 

2 . .2' 
QC ~H, i.e. ~ ~, are negligible~ ann are omitted. Thus, 

AE: . 
- ~1 oH 

X" = 

::: [-B.6' + B~ S2H - ae. ~2!! ] e'Xp(-A\.;r/kT) 
l ' 1 kT 1 r .&. 

e!X:p(-E.l.i/kT) = [-2D'i If!!!] e:x;p(-~ir/kT) 

t [B,2 - 2C, ~ ""p(-A,{/kT) 
NS2 i=l :1. :1. T ] :1. 

kT 6 9 E 2.: e:xp ( -A.. ( IkT) + L: e'Xp (-A.! /kT ) 

Ns2 
kT 

i=l :1. i=7 1 

~ [-2D. kT/C] exp(-A.(/kT) 
i=l:1. :1. 

2 ex:p(-A.t/kT) + t, exp(-A.{'kT) 
:1. i=7 1 

The terms in B.S cancelL out on summation and are omitted. 
1 
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Therefore the summation is over 9 eigenvalues, 6 of ~ese 

being &fflective1y doubly degene.rate· under this condition. 

The magnetic moment. is; then flound ~om tha formula [50] 

)( !!1. 2 = #- . 
3kT 

2 The constants N~ /kT cancel on substituting the values £or 

"XII and.: 'Xl to obtain }J-II and}J-J.. Initia:llly (/I<r was taken 

,. I; . -1 I : . (. -1 as a.o, assuming tha.t ~ T "!tOO cm [<£7] kT T 200 em at 

room temperature). Th~ temperature dependence was calculated 

by varying the value for kT/C • 

The average magnetic moment [51] 

p 2 = ! ( #-/~ + 2'jAJ.2) 
3 

is calculated for varying ratios of o/{ and kT/!. The 

va1ues of jJ-" ,~..L and ~ , for ' various ratios of o/f ,for 

f/kT = 2.0, ara given in table 4.9 and figure ~.2. The 

variations of jJ- with kT/{ . and !/kT, for different values 

of of! , are given in table 4.10 and figures 4.> and 4.4. 

4.6 Quadrupole Splitting Calculations 

The electrostatic interaction between electrons and 

nucleons gives rise to a nuclear quadrupole interaction, 

which is :!represented, for interactions with d· electrons, 

by the Hamiltonian 
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2 ~ e Q' <r-- > 
7 1(21-1) 

[(1 .• 1)2 + ¥.l(~ • • 1.) - 21.(1+1)] 
1 1 

i 

PI: 
i 

= [(1 . • 1:)2 + ¥.l(1 . • 1) - 21(1+1)] 
1 1 

where I is. the nuclear spin 

Q' is the quadrupole moment including any s-hielding 

e:f.:fects: 

<_-3> ..... is. the average value o:f the inverse. cube. o:f the 

radial w,aye :function o:f the. d electrons. 

In this calculation ~e basis_ wave :functions e.mp~oyed 

are the complex d waYe function~. The spin quantum number 

MS no Ionger enter~ into ~ha calculation and is omitted, but 

alLowance: must be. made :£.or the nuc1"ear spin quantum number, 

MI. Therefore the basis. waYe :functiona can be represented by 

1-1 ~) 

in the I~ M1 ) notation. The Hamihtonian HQ is applied to 

e:ach o:f these and the ma trix elements <~ Ml I HQ I ML M:i: ') 

c:aJ.culated, e.g. 

21( 1+1) I 1.. M ') 

+. terms in 10 ~1) \-1 M+2), 12. M-l)J 

= p ~ + M + K 2 + 1 K+ a 2.1(1+1)] <1 K 11 M> 
2 2 
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= - P[3~ - I( I+llJ] 

where K+ = [I(I+I.) - M(K.!1)J~. 

The: only non-zero; matrix dements are those between wave 

flunctions, conta-ining the, same Mr and ~ values. Three 

eI.ements &re' thus obtained, 

where 

< 1 M I HQ 11M ') 

< Q M I HQ 10M'> = 

<-1 M I HQI-l M') 

P' 
2 

P' 

P' 
2 

p -' = p [3~ - I( I+~}J • 

The Hamiltonian can now be app~ied to the eigenfunctions 

(,bi of sp/in-orbi t c ,oupling interaction, obtained in s :ection 

li.3, e.g. 

< <,b 3 I HQ I (,b 3 > = < ~ 11 a) +[J, I 0 1 ') 

~ 1 L, 0) + {8 I 0 1 '> + (i 1-1 2: > '> 
15 116 115 

= [ -2. + ax.J! --1] P' 
15 2 5 15 

= ...l P'. 
H1 

'Ilhese matrix elements, given in table 4.11, 8lre now used 

to find the matrix elements associated with the Hamiltonian 

H~ = H' + H + H • 
;;J s d Q 

Since: HQ is a very small perturbation to the crystal field, 

only the d 'iagonal matrix elements < <P.i M I H3 I <Ri M ') need be 
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c::ons idered. For each value of. 01 t, 9 eigenva:l.ues are 

obtained~, : 6 of these being doubl.y degenerate. The eigen-

val.ues are of the form 

+ G~ P' 
:1. 

where ~i' G
i 

are numerical constants, the Ai being as defined 

before. These constants are given for each value of 0/[ 

in table 4.8. 

'the nuclear quadrupole interaction energies, G. pI, are 
:1. 

now used to obtain the average EQ values by taking a 

Boltzmann distribution over the eigenvalues A.. , 
:1. 

obtained 

ftor the apin-orbit coupIling 

LG. 
P' i:1. 

L 
i 

and di&tortion Hamiltonian, 

e~p(-A. (/kT) 
:1. 

e:x:p(-A. (tkT) 
:1. 

The quadrupole spliitting for the 57Fe nucLaus w.ith spin 

I = 3/2 is the difference between the average ~Q values for 

the nuc~ear spin states MI = !l/2, !3/2: 

E 
= i 

L 
i 

= 
L 
i 

G. ex.p ( -A . , .IkT ) 
:1. :1. 

i 

For a discuasion of the constant 3.70, aee Golding [52]. 
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The value$ of ~EQ for various. ratios of 0/' are given 

in table 4.9 and figur~ 4.5, ~or kT/l = 0.5. The temperature 

Ciliependence of ~EU Wll!S: a~so calculated, by varying kT/t , 

and this is given in table 4.12 8illd figures 4.6 and 4.7. 

The' variation of ~EQ with )U is shown for varying 

ratios of 0/ I at ~ /kT = 2.0 in figure 41.8. 

4.7 Discussion of Results. 

From calculations based on the "distorted" Crysta.l 

Field model for the ferrous/wscorbate complex, the variation 

of ~EQ anG~ with various parameters has been obtained. 

Sui table values of thes:e para'l1leters can now be used to 

interpnet the experimental results given in sections 3.7 

and 3.8. The ~pin-orbit coupling constant, " which is 

-1 4:00 cm for the free ferrous ion [48J, is usu&lly taken 

to have 70-80?o of this value for ferrous, in complex ions, 

soo tha~ a suitable value would be 300 -1 cm ; both 4.00 and 300 

-1 ~ cm are considered for~. Thus only 0, the distortion 

parameter, remains t ·o be'; determined from the. experimental 

results. 

As the Mossbauer results are not affected by the. 

unknown falctors in the nature of the solid complex, there is. 

no problem in determining 0 from the 6EQ. values. From 

figure 4.9, the region of £igure. 4.5 in which the. experimental 
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results; lie; drawn to a }ja;rger s:cale, values: of 6/t cam 

be deduced from the appropria~e values of 6EQ. and kT 

determined experimentally: 

6EQ T kT C/kT 5·/r (':'0.075) 

mm/s,ec oK -1 {=400 {=300 '=4100 {=300 cm 

2.53 z.88 2:00 2:.00 1.50 1.275 1.55 

2.87 195 136 2.94 2.2:l. 1.3~5 1.50 

The value of 6 obtained is approximately 500 -1 t':'5 0 -1 em cm ) • 

Using fiigure 4.7, the variation o£ 6E
Q 

with '/kT can 

be determined from the curves for 6/, = 1.25 and 1.5, these 

being close to the deduced 6/{ values. The experimental 

resul ts. fit t ,he c:urve for 6/ {= 1.5 very well, thus suggest-

-1 . , 
ing that the value of 300 cm 1S a better es:timate of ~ 

than 400 -1 cm Hence, the te~perature-dependence of 6EQ 

is taken from the curve for 6/( = 1.5 in figure 4.6. 

From the deduced value of 6/! , it is now poss,ible to 

predlict al value of the magnetic moment and its variation 

w.i th temperature, from figure 4.3. Us ing the experimental 

temperatures [see s;ection 3 .8J, the values of # are d'eter

mined from the curve for 6/ ( = 1.5: 

T kT/( P-
(=300 cm -1 (6/ t = 1.5J) 

84. 0.195 5.38 

96.5 0.224 5.40 

lla 0.260 5.41 
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134 0.311 5.42 

166 0.3-85 5.43 

222.5 0 '.514 5.435 

288 0.667 5.425 

2 ·95 0.684 5.42 . 
The calculated magnetic moments are comparable with those 

obtained experimentally, especially those listed in the 

last column of table 3.2. However, the predicted variation 

with temperature is significantly less than that obtained 

experimentally, even for the results calculated assuming the' 

Curie-Weiss Law. 

The prerlicted magnetic moment at room temperature can 

be deduced from figure 4.2 using ol( = 1.55, giving p. = 5.43 

+ 0.01. Although figure 4.2 is calculated for tlkT = 2, it 

is seen from figure 4.4 thatp is almost €onstant in the 

region (lkT = 1.5 to 2., for ol( = 1.5. 

The experimental values of ~EQ andfl for both ferrous 

s~lphate and the complex can now be compared using figure 

4.8. The dotted circle gives the experimental results for 

ferrous sulphate., the lined oval those: for the complex. 

Although both the values lie slightly below the curve, the 

agreement is at least as good as that obtained by Golding, 

Mok and Duncan [3,7J for similar results. This agre-ement is 

improved when the curve for C/kT = 1.5 is used, since this 

lies, slightly below and to the left of the curve for '/kT =2. 
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From these results, it would seem that crystal £ield 

calculations can be more profitably used in interp~ting 

Mt)ss,bauer quadrupole, splittings than ma.gnetic moments, 

largely because of ~fficulty in cortt~ating the experimen- . 

tal values of the magnetic moment with the calculated values. 

M~ssbauer spectroscopy has the advantage of being insensitive 

to impurities_ and not requiring other da±a in the calculation 

of the results. In ~ontrast, magnetic susceptibility 

measurements: require a aetailed knowledge of the c.omposition 

and molecular weig:ttt of:.· the substance: s ,tudied, and assume 

that the diamagnetic corre.ction can be calcula.ted empirically 

using Pascal's cons±a:nts, and that the Curie or Curie-Weiss 

Law is. applicable. Thus it is not surprising that magnetic 

moments are ~f£icult ~D interpra~ theoretically. 

The "distortion" model has Lead 1[0 a satis..factory 

explanation of the experimental results, a value o~ about 

-1 5PO cm having bee:n deduced for the distortion parameter O. 
-1 £ince this distortion of 500 cm is negligible . compared 

with the: 5T2 - 5K transition energy, IB,lQO em-I, this is 

indeed jus:tification nor using the Tanabe.-S:ugano diagram 

f.or octahedral s¥mmetry to interpret the visible spectrum. 

-1 Hence a value of 18,100 cm was deduced for the crystal 

field parameter 6. The calculated results.. have shown that 

the quadrupole splitting is highly sensitive to changes in 
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the symmetry of the enviranment of the iron atom; Moss,bauer 

spectroscopy is therefore an ideal method of deducing the 

de.gree of dlistortion from octahedral symmetry of the environ

ment of the iron atom in the ferrous/ascorbate complex. 
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Chapter 5 NMR SPE C:TRUK 

5.1 Introduction 

The proton NMR spectrum of 

a5corb1c acid is complicated due 

to intricate interactions of the 

protons on C-4, C-5 and c-6 which 

form an AB
2

C system. This spectrum, 

which has been discussed in sect-

ion 3.5, is now interpreted by 

calculating the energies and inten-

sities of the transitions. The 

I.N 'Ir t RP RE TAT I UN 

method used follows that given by Pople, Schneider and 

Bernstein [53J. 

Sixteen basis spin wave functions . are set up, classified 

a,ccording to the:ir total spin component in the z-direction 

(the direction of the externallLy 8.tpplied magnetic field.), F ; 
z 

becaus.e the two protons on c-6 are assumed e:quivalent t a new 

set of basis functions can be constructed, using symmetry 

properties, by taking appropriate linear combinations of the 

basis wave functions. This choice of basis wave functions 

con~iderably simplifies the mathematics. 

The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian representing 

interactions of the nucleus with the external magnetic ~ield 
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and s,pin-spin coupl:ing are then evaluated. The l6xl6 

matrix factori~s into smaller submatrices, since no matrix 

elements occur between functions w,ith (i) different F values 
z 

or (ii) different symmetry. At this stage, the: system is 

approximated to an AB2X system on the assumption th~t the 

chemical shift of the X proton is large compared with Uhe 

spin-coupling constants. This further reduces, the siz..e of 

the matrices.:, giving only 2x2 and' llxl submatrices, becaus-e 

tD a , high approximation no mixing occurs between functions 

which differ in their MI(X) values. 

The eigenvalue_s and eigenfunctions are calcuIated for 

these submatrices, by substituting numerical values for the 

variou~ parameters ~f chemical shift and spin-coupLing 

constants, as suggested by observation of the experimental 

spectrum. From these eigenstate:s, the NMR spectrum is 

calcula,ted. 

The number of possible transitions is limited by the 

sel-ection rule: 

D.F- = + 1 • 
z 

Furthermore, transitions occur only between functiona of 

the: same_ symmetry and for functions differing by!l in MI(X). 

The energies, of the alliowed transitions are obtained from 

the c1ifferences;- in the eigenvalue's- of the. two eigenstates. 

The, relative inte:ns.:itie.s:: are found from the squares. of the 
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m&trix elements: of the total x component of the nuc1ear 

moment between the two eigens.ta.tes. 

The NMR spectrum i~ drawn by p~otting relative intensity 

aga-inS± energy, for the various transitions, choosing an 

arbitrary zero. The graph is compared with the experimental 

spectrum, and hence by succe~sive approximations, values 

ara estimated for the various parameters. 

5.2. The Wawe Functions 

In a magnetic fielid apglied externalily in the z-direction, 

each isolated proton (with spin I = Yl) has two a.llLowed. states, 

with eigenvalues characterized by the spin quantum number 

MI , and eigenfunction$ represented by la> for MI' = +~, and 

I ~) :£or MI = -~. 

The eigenfunctions of the 4 nuclei of an AB
2

C system 

can be expanded in terms OJf the 24 basis product functions, 

= 

In a convenient shorthand notation, the basis product 

function 

as 1a.{3l:XI3> where the ilth symbol re:fers to the i'th nucleus. 

The comple'te set of basis. product functions. is given in 

table 5.1. [talbles 5:.1-5.6 are given in a 'ppendix IIJ. 

The total spin operator in the z-direction, 
4 

= L 
i=l 
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is then used to clasS>ify these ba,sis functions, all of 

which aTe' eigenfunctions of this opera tor, a.s shown in 

tables ~.l. This clas5ification is most convenient as there 

are no offt:;"d:ia.gonal elements; of the NMR, Hamiltonian, "N, 
between basis prociUct functions corresp'onding to different 

values of F • 
z 

Since the B2 part of the AB2C system nepresents two 

e~uiv~ent protons, symmetry theory may be employed to 

simplifiy the mathema,tics. An interchange of these two protons; 

does not physical~y alter the system; consequentlY the 

e 'igenfunctions. must transform ats irreducible. representations. 

of the symmetry group. As the bas is produc t func t ions d'o 

not belong to the irreducible representations, it is necessary 

to construct a new set of basis functions; by taking approp-

riate ~inear combinations of the product functions. The 

functions au and ~~ are symmetrical with respect to an inter-

change; tha functions a~ and ~~ are replaced by the 

linear combinations 

1 (Q.{3 + ~a.) 
/2: 

1 (a~ 
i2: 

(s,ymme trica 1 ) 

(antisymmetrical). 

Using these, the complete set of basis symmetry functions 

a~e now evaluated. As a consequence of the properties of 

£unctions forming bases for irreducible representations of 

symmetry groups, all matrix elements of HN between s 
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(symme"trical) and a (an1:U.symmetrical) bas;is s.ymmetry f'unctions 

vanish. The basis symmetry f'unctions a 're given in table 

5.2, with the appropriate symmetry l~bels, and with the F 
z 

value as a subscript. 

This choice of' basis wave function$ makes the evaluation 

of the matrix elements much simpler than if the original 

product functions had been used. 

5.2 The. Hamiltonian 

The NMR Hamiltonian, ~, applied to the basis aymmetry 

functions nepresents (i) the interaction of the nucleus with 

the external magnetic field, and (ii) the interaction of the 

nucl.ear spins, through s..pin-spin coupling: 

where 

~ = ~(O) + ~(l) 

is 

i(j 

J .. I(i).I(j) 
~J 

the magnetogyric ratio for nucleus i 

H . i~ the magnetic field at nucleus i 
~ 

J ij is the coupling constant between nuclei i and j 

I(i) is the nuclear spin operator, with components 

I (i), I (,i) and I (i), for nucleus i. 
x Y z 

For an AB
2

C system, this. become.s 
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~ = ~ [YA..HA..Lz(A) + yBHBIZCB1 ) + YB~Blz.(B2) ;. TCHCIzCC)] 

+. .I&BI(L). r( B1.» ~ J ~I(A.). I(B
2

) + J A..CI(A.) • I(C) 

+ ~BBI(B1)·I(B2) + JBCI(Bl)·I(C) + JBCI(B2)~I(C) • 

The matrix dements:, (<V
n 

I HN , I 4>m> , o£ this Hamil tOl1.ian 

are now. e..vlW.uated. Instead o£ te.diously w..orking through 

the calculation using this rather fearsome Hamiltonian, use 

1!laS made of 8!. sat of: rule.s . devise.d to ava.luate the diagonal 

and o£C-dia.gona.l dements of ~(O) and ~ (1) [54], 
4 

L y.H. [MI(i)] 
1 1 n 

i=l 

i=l 
v. [MI(i)] 

1 n 
= 

<<P.lfL(O)I4» =U. 
'n -~ m 

(0) 
[Each prodUct function is an eigenfunction of ~ a~ the 

I (i) opera,tors d ,o not all.ter the WCllve function, resulting 
z 

in only diagonal el.ements:]. 

.lij 'Ri.j 

i(j 

T ... = 1 if spins 
1J 

i and j are parallel 

have the! same. ML value) 

in cp (i.e. 
n 

:: -1 if apins i and ' j Cllre antipara~lel in ," • '+'n' 
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< ," I H (1) I <I> '> = 
'f'n N m 

2 . 
Ii, U .r.. , 

1J 
m ;. n, 

where. U = ~, if ~m dirfers from ~n by an interchange of spins 

i and: j 

= 0 CLtherwis;e. 

Matrix elements between linear combinations of basis product 

1tunct ions arre e..va:iua'te:d by expansion. Some:. examples, ot: 

these ~Les are now givent-

/aaQcx, I H..._ (0 ) I aaQcx..) tL[ .... 1 ,,\ V Ai] t L [ ... 1 1 "I-' -"N 1-' = T~ - VA + vB - B + v C = ~ '"\> A. + v C 

/aao.a.... I H __ (1) I £ID.C rv ) -_ U[ or T. J J J J 1 ''--P. -""N ----,.;..... .". ~ AB -.,; AS + AC - BB + BC - BC 

= ~[JAC - JBBT 

<~a.. I ~ (1), Cl.{3cxa '> = ~ J
BB 

(a:l I ~ I ~> =- VA/2 + "VC/2 - :lJBB/4 + J &.Cl4 

<s'2 I ~ I s2 '> = V N/2 + 'V B + 'Vc /2 + J lfiB/2 + J BB/4 + J AC/4 

The complete ~t of matrix elements is given in table 5.3 

Because the: bas_is s.,ymmetry £unctions ere used, it is seen 

that there are no matrix dements between functions: of 

d iifferent F value or different symmetry. Hence one 4x4, 
z . 

two 3x3, one 2x2 and: four 1:xJ. matrice:s are obtained. 

When the chemical shift ~C is large compared with the 

sp.in coupling constants, the . AB
2

C system can be approximated 
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tto an AlB
2

X s,ystem, all C Illlbe:1s being re!placerl by X labels. 

This is, later shown to be a reasonable approximation since 

excellant agreement is obtained between the theoretical 

and experimental spectra. Since there a~e no matrix elements 

between product functions with ~fferent X spins, the above 

matrices factori~e into eight lxl and foun" Zx2 matrices, 

these being given in table 5.4. 

Cons;eque.ntly, e:ight of the basis symme~try functions a,re 

eigenfunction& of ~, the cornesponding eigenvalues~ being 

given by the appropriate diagonal matrix elements in table 5.>. 

The remaining eight eigenfunction$ an~ eigenvalues ~re 

:fioundl from the four 2x2 matrices. 

A'. convenient general soLution coul:d not be found, for 

these 2x2:. matrices, so numerical value:s; were s.ubstituted to 

solve the problem. These values w.ere s.uggested from the 

e-xperimental spectrum [see s;ection 5 .5J. Hence the complete 

s~t of 16 eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are obtained, a 

~ypical set being given in table 5.5. 

Transition Proba,billities and Spectrum 

Ha:ving obtained the complete set of eigenfunctions, 

the number of allowed transitions, and their probabilities 

axe determined. The number of poss:ible transitions is 

determined by the s.:e.li..ection rule: [55J f5.F = + 1 • 
z 

Symmetry 
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requirements al~ow transitions; only between eigenfunctions; 

o£ the same symmetry; the X. approximation al~ws transitions 

only between functions d!iffering by .!. 1 in aither F (X) 
z. 

or F
z

(A£2>' This reduces the number o,f transitions to 4-

antiaymmetrical and 26 symmetrical. 

Th~ relative transition probability is found from the 

square of the matrix element of the nuclear-moment component 

in the x-direction, between the two eigenfunctions: 

T.P. ~ 
m~n 

In calculating the effect of I (i) on the basic symmetry x 

functiona, use is made of the ~tep operators 

1+ = I + i I 
x Y 

[where. i
2 = -1] 

I = I i I 
x y 

and hence I = ~(I+ + I > • x For example, 

L: I (i) I a.l3aa '> = ~ [ 13 '~ + aaa.o:. 
i x + + 

and so 

The matrix elements between the basis symmetry functions 

are given in table 5.6. The transition probabilities for 

the 16 eigenfunctions are then evaluated by taking the 

appropriate linear combinations. The energies are calculated 

from the eigenvalues. 

The spectrum is drawn by plotting relative transition 
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probability argainst transition energy, the z .ero being chosen 

a~bitrarily &t VB = O. 

5.5 D.iscussion of Results 

The values of the parameters usad to calculate the NMR 

spectrum of ascorbic acid were deduced from the ex.perimental 

spectrum. The position of the low-field double.t depends. 

only on the chemical shift VX' from the X approximation, 

and its s .plitting on the coupling constants J AX and J BX • 

From the peak positions given in table 3.1, ~X was taken as 

70 cIs, relative to the high-field s :inglet peak. The 

coupling constants were taken as J4X = 2 and J BX = a from 

the 2 cIs splitting of this doublet. As J BX is the coupling 

con~tant between the protons on c-4 and c-6, its value. can 

be expected to be fairly small. 

Bo..th the transition energies and intensities are' indep

endent of the coupling constant J BB , so this cannot be 

obtained from the spectrum. This is a particular case of a 

general result given by Pople:, Schneider and Bernstein [56], 

namely that the spectrum due to two equivalent sets of nuclei, 

with all coupling constants between nuclei in d~fferent 

aets equal, is independent of the coupling constants within 

the sets. This statement was checked by substituting two 

different values for J BB , other parameters remaining constant; 
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the:: transition energies and intensitie.s: were- identical. 

The values of J&B and VA were more difficu1t to assign. 

The calculation showed that one doublet of the spectrum 

depends solely on VA and J AX • Experimentally, several 

doublets occur close to the singlet peak. V~lues of VA 

= la and 15 cis, were deduced to be reasonable, together with 

JAB = 6) and 10 cis. This gave a total of four spectra to 

be calculated. These are given in figures: 5.1-5.4. 

The. s,pectrum in figure 5.4 is found t~o be closest to 

the experimental spectrum. The values of the coup~ing 

constants. and chemicaL shifts:. (re~ative to the. high-field 

single.t peak) axe thus: 

Vx = 6J9 cis 

\)B = -L cis 

J .AJ3 = 6 cis 

-v A. = 14. cis 

J a = 2 . cis 

J
BX 

= 0 cis . 

The X-app~oximation is shown to be va~id, as the di£fere.nce 

between the chemical shifts of the hydrogens: on C-4 and C-5 

is. 55 c./s. 

Not all o,f the lines calculated theoreticallLy w.ill be. 

obs~rved, both because of small transition probabilities 

and becaus.e S.Dme.. of the lines are. s .o close. that they will. 

coalesce to form a singu peak. Fo~ example, the- doublet 

at ~w field arises from eight transitions groupe.d intn two 

lots of four, with a~mos.t identical transition energies. 
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Tha presenc~ of several lines. clos.e together will increase 

tha intensity of the resulting peak relative to that from a 

single line, as can be seen on ~omparing tha experimental 

and calculated, spectra. 

For the spectrum of s:odium as.:corba,te, the calculation 

wil~ be exactly the s.ame, exce..pt tha.t the value of V X is 

decreased by 27 cis:. Al±hough this decreas_es t 'he chemical 

shift c;[if1lerence. between the L. and X protons" the X approxi

mation atill gives an ade~uate interpratation. The change 

in the chemical shift 'V X is. dUe to the altered envir_onment 

of the X proton, presumabLy arising from the presence of 

the ionize~ hydroxyl g~oup on C-3. 

The spectrum of tha complex wDuld be expected to arise 

from tha ~odium as:corbate spectrum, but, as has already been 

discussed in ~ction 3.5, its broad peaks do not lend them

~lves. to the calculation of a aatisfactory spectrum. 
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Chapter 6 MO LE C U LA R ORBITAL CALCUL~TIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

In section 1.1, it was mentioned that ascorbic acid 

and 2,it:,5-triamino, 6-hydroxy-pyrimidine (hereafter referred 

to as pyrimidine) could both be used as model systems for 

the phenylalanine hydroxylase cofactor, tetrahydropteridine. 

As this use as a model system was attributed to similar 

structural features, it was decided to perform molecular 

orbital (MO) calculations for both ascorbic acid and pyrimi-

dine to compare their electronic properties. In this way, it 

was hoped to gain an insight into why these two different 

species act as a model system for the same cofactor. 

Some suitable form of MO calculation had to be chosen. 

The lack of any symmetry elements in the ascorbic ~cid 

molecule prevents a separation of the electronic states of 

ascorbic acid into 1{ - and a-type MOs; instead, all of the' 

high energy (i.e. valence shell) electrons. had to be c.onsid

ered. Furthermore, although 1\ -elecj"ron methods:. such as s.imple 

Hlic.ke.l theory or the Pariser-Pople-Parr methods are app-licable 

to pyrimidine:, the O"-electrons_ are probably as important as 

~e. ~-eLectrons in considering co-ordination properties. 

Pyrimidine, which can be regarded as having aymmetry elements 

i:-or certain assumed configurations, can have... its. electronic 
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s.-tates separated into 7{'- and e--t.ype. MOs, by the use of 

group theory. The size of the ascorbic acid molecule 

(20 atoms, 56 high energy electrons) is such that at tha 

pttesent time only a semi-empirical type MO calculation 

could be per~ormed. The ordar ~f the secular equation, 56, 

could not b~ reduced by factorization by group theory. 

This led to the choice of the ~xtended Huckel method, as 

being a suitable method. It was also an advantage that 

calculations of this type had a .lready been catrried out a.t 

Victoria University and the required computer programs; were 

a:vailable. 

Having performed the calculation, various properties 

of the. two molecules_ were calculated: the electronic energy 

levels, the net atomic charges and the atomic overlap 

populations (which are related to bond strengths between 

a .toms) • From a. comparison of these properties, and an 

appreciation of the limitations of the method, some conrel-

ation of the experiment~l details is given. 

6.2 The EXtended Huckel Method 

This method, developed by Hoffmann [5j7] , is based on 

a one-electron MO approach. The eigenfunctions (MOs) for a 

single electron in the field of all the nuclei are ~pproxi-
.L 

mated as a linear combination ~f atomic orbita~s (LCAU). , 
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The basis set of ADs consists of all the carbon, nitrogen, 

and oxygen as, a~ , 2p and 2p AO~ and all the hydrogen 
x.:: y 2t. 

Is AOs. In accordance with the Aufbau principle, the 

total number of electrons is then fed into these MOs in 

onder of increasing energy, placing two electrons in each 

non-degenerate orbital. Any electron-electron interactions 

a~e neglected in this method, since the Hamiltonian used to 

calcu1ate the MOs is a one-electron Hamiltonian. 

Ex~ansion of the one-electron MOs in terms of a LeAD, 

followed by a minimization of the energy of each one-electron 

eigenfunction using the variation principl&, gives the 

secular equation in matrix form: 

HC=S' CE 

where. H is the Huckel matrix, with elements H .. = <({> .. I H ffl ~. '> 
~J 1. e J 

S: is the overlap matrix, with elements S .. = <¢i' ¢.> 
~J J 

C is the MO matrix, whose column vectors give the 

eoefficients of the ADs in the LCAO-MOs 

E is the energy matrix, giving the energies of the MOs 

C t is. the Hermitian transpose. of C 

the I~.) are the basis AOs 
. ~ 

Heff is the effective one-electron Hamiltonian. 

The order of the secular equation is 4n+m where n is the 

number of carbon, nitrogen and/or oxygen atoms, and m is 

the number of hydrogen atoms. 
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The.. secular equation may be transformed [58] to a. 

standard eigenvalue equation, namely 

. H' C' = C' E 

by taking HI = S-¥.l H S~ and To ensure that 

th t · S-~ . t· 1 f th t' S t b e mao r1X eX1S s 1n rea orm, e ma r1X mus e 

positive definite [59]. If all the overlap matrix elements 

are considered, this condition will be rigGrous~y fu1filled 

[59]. This consideration of overlap means that the basis 

AOs do not form an orthogonal s~t. 

For this calculation, the overlap integrals are ~valuated 

w.:ith Slater AOs using the appropriate exponents, given in 

table 6.1, £rom Slater's rules. The input for the program 

Table~ 6.1 Parameters £lor MO Calculations 

Slater exponent CouIomb Integrals: (e.v. ) 

atom for 2s, 2p AOs 2s 2p 

C 1.622.5 -21.4. -11.4~ 

N 1.95 -26.0 -13.4 

0 2.275 -35.6 -18.0 

used for computing the overlap matrices [60] consists of 

simply the atomic number and x,y and Z cO-Olrdinate..s of e..ach 

atom. The specification of atomic number enables the 

computer to assign values to the S,later exponents and 

diagonal matrix elements H .. for the. sand p AOs. 
11 

These H .. (coulomb integrals) are. estimated £rom atomic 
11 
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emiss~on spactral data, being taken as the negative of the 

va~nce state ionization energies. The values used are 

given in table 6.1. The off-diagonal matrix elements, H
ij

, 

ara evaluated from the assumed relation 

H 'j = 0.5 k ( H 'i + H.,,) 5, , 
1 1 JJ 1J 

where k. a . cons..tant, is taken as 1.75 by Hof:fl'mann [5,7J. 

Once the overlap matrix has been computed from the supplied 

cartesian ~o-ordinates, the Huckel matrix H is_ constructed 

by tha computer. us~ng the above £0 rmu 1m. Two matrix diagon-

alizations., i.e. eigenva~ue axtractions:, ara re.quirad to 

give the de~ired matrices C and E. The program usad for this 

MO calculation is a mo~~fication (to include the Mulliken 

population anal.ys.d.s discussed in the next section) of the one 

given by Bailey [61]. 

If the: molecule. baing S±udied. contains any symmetry 

eLements, it is des..~rBble to renuce. the order of the 

ma-trices by factorization as this. considerably de.crease-s the 

totaL time re:quired for the a !bove c.omputations. Using 

group theory, sets 0.£ symme.try adapted linear combinations of 

the basis AOs; may be found which transform as irreducible 

representation~ of the point group of the molecule; hence 

the secular equation may be factorized. In this case, the 

ftormula:.e use~ for se.tt~ng up the CBlculation must be modified; 

this has- baan a -llowe:d for in the programs used. 
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From the MO coefficients, i. e:. the C ma.trix., a Mu11iken 

popu1a.tion anallysis [62J eatn 1;>e performed. A study of 

over1ap popu1ations gives: a meaaure of the bonding and 

antibonding strength~ betw.een atoms. From the statistics 

of the ~stribution of ~1ectronic popu1ation among tha 

a .toms in the mo1ecu1e and among the different orbi ta.l.s of 

each atom, va1ues of net atomic charges can be obtained. 

A summary of the definition~ and formu1ae on which the 

computer program for performing the popu1ation ana1ys,is is 

based, is now given: 

Let the number of basis ADs I¢.} be n. Thi& wi11 give 
1 

rise to n energy 1eve1s E., and n MOs 
1 

n 

<R i :: j~1 C j i ¢ j 

where the C, " are the MO coefficients:. Fo11owing, t.he, Aufbau 
J1 

princip1e, two e1ectrons aiTe fed into each E:. unti1 the 
1 

tota1 number of e1ectrons has been used, so that energy 1eve1s 

&1 thrQ,ugh Eh axe now occupied. The. £'011owing quantities. 

aiTe then defined in terms of the MO coefficients and the 

over1ap matrix e1ements: 

the net atomic popu1a.tion in AD ~. 
1 

the overllap popu1ation between ADs 
h 

= = OF .. :: 4 s .. c. 

= NAP . = 
1 

¢ . . and ¢j ' 1 

c. OJ2'ij E J1 1J r-1 1r Jr 

the net over1ap popu1ation in A.O ~. = NOP
i = 1 

h 

L: 
r=1 

. , 
n 

E 
j=1 

2 C 2. 
ir ' 

~ OP .. 
1J 

. , 
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the gros $ atemic population in AU ¢i = GAPi = NAPi+NOP
i

• 

From these quantitie5, the overlap populations between atoms 

and the net a;tCiUllic charges can be: calculated, as shown in 

s ection 6.5. 

6.4 The Model Used 

In this calculation the cartesian co-ordinates of the 

atoms, in the molecule are used to comput~ the MOs. 'llliese 

co-ordinates are calculated from the assumed geometry of 

the molecules. For..' ascorbic acid, no x-raiY data of bond 

lengths and bond angles was found, so these were ca1cu1a:ted 

by comparison with other similar molecules. The 5-membered 

ring was a-ssumed: planar, this being supported by crysta110-

graphic studies [63]. The -CH(OH)-CH
2

OH portion was assumed 

to have the normal bond lengths and angles for an aliphatic 

hydroxyl system. The bond lengths used are shown in £igure 

6.1. 

For pyrimidine, the bond lengths and bond angles were 

taken as the average values of the x-ray data for various 

substituted pyrimidines given in the "Tables of Interatomic 

Distances" [64J, the 6-membered ring being considered as 

planar. As there would be an infinite number of confonmations 

for the amino groups, two extreme cases were considered: 

(i) the NH2 group lying completely in the plane of the 

ring, so that the whole molecule. is planar, 
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BOND LENGTHS · USED IN MO CALCULATION 

FIGURE S·l 
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(ii) the NH2 being at right angles to the plane of the 

ring, so that the two hydrogens lay above and 

below the plane of the ring. 

The bond length~ used are shown in figure 6.1. 

From vhese bond lengths and the cor~espond~ng bond 

angles, the cartesian co-ordinates were calculated by trigon-

ometry, and then checked by a computer program. These then 

formed the input for the MO calculation, together with 

certain symmetry information in the case of Ryrimidine. 

From the assumed geometries of the pyrimidine molecule, 

factorization of the secular equation was achieved because 

the "If - and cr -type A.Os belong to different irreducible 

nepresentations of the point group (C ) of the molecule. s , 

Hence separate calculations were performed for the ~ and a 

orbitals of pyrimidine, thus saving an appreciable amount 

of computer time. 

This part of the calculationwa~ set up by John Bailey, 

with the computations carried out on the Elliott 503 computer 

of the App.lied Ma thema tics Divis ion of the Department of 

Scientific and Industrial Research. The original computer 

programs ~re written by Mr Keith Morris of the Applied 

Mathematics Division, and the modifications, to include the 

Mulliken population analysis, were made by John Bailey. 
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6.5 cauculation~ 

The computer output consis.ted of the energy levels, 

M<l c..oefficients~ , the OPij' NAP i' NOPi and GAP i as defined 

~n s~ction 6.3. &Il of the occupied energy leve~s, and the 

first few unoccupied levels, are shown in figure 6.2. 

T.ho.s..e MOs . for pyrimidine which are marked with an asterisk 

are: the.. 1\" MOs, arising from the 1r ADs. 

The: net charge on atom k is NO E GAP. where: 
k . ~ 

~ 
NO 

k 
is_ the tota:l number of high energy ele.ctrons in the 

ground state of the fre~ neutral atom k (e.g. 1. for H, 4 for 

c, 5 for N, 6 fur 0), and the i summation is over ~l of 

the: ADs~. centred on a .tom k. 
~ 

i 

The overlap population between atom~ k and m is 

L: 
j 

UP .. 
~J 

where the i summation is over a~l of the AOs 

¢i c.entred on atom k, and the j summation is over al~ of the 

AOs ~. centred. on a±om m. 
J 

The values ~f the net a±amic charges and overlap popul-

a tions are shown in figures 6:.:3, 6.4 and 6.5 for ascorbic 

acid and the two conformations of pyrimidine. 

6.6 Discussion of Results 

The energy level diagrams given in figure 6.2 a ,re 

fadr~y similar with regard to the location of the highest 

occupied level and lowest unoccupied leve:ls. The energy 
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~fferences be±ween these two levels are 3.4. e.v. for 

as~oxbic acid, 3.2 e.v. for pyrimidine (planar) and ~.3 e.v. 

for pyrimidine (non-planar), which are very samilar. 

The energy o£ the highest occupied level 15 expected 

to be related to the ionization potential for the molecule. 

Hence the calcula.ted ionization potential for ascorbic acid 

is about one a.v. higher than for pyrimidine.. From the 

energy ~ffterence~ between the one-electron MOs, the UV 

spectrum can be predicte.d, although one-electron MO methods 

do not usually give very good. pradictions.. For ascorbic 

acid, the computed. energy difference is 3.425 e.v. = 
2.7,6oD cm -1, compared with the experimental value of 2.65 fI11A 

. . -1 = 3.7,700 cm • The theoretical value is, however, of the 

right magnitude. 

From the net atomic charges (figures 6~.3, 6 ,.4:), the 

pyrimidines ha,ve a .bout the same cha;rge distributions except 

for the NH2 groups. In ascorbic acid, the hydroxyl groups 

o -a_ and Q -H ha~e a~most the ~Bme overlap populations n -tI C G 

and net a .tQll1ic charges. This cannot account for one hydrogen 

being more acidic than the other. 

On comparing the pyrimidines and ascorbic acid, it is 

s.;een that the hydroxyl groups mentioned above &nd the 

hydroxyl group 0A-HG and amino group Nn-HcHb ha~e almost the 

same net atomic charge an the oxygen or nitrogen atom for 
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the planar pyrimidine. Apart from this similarity, there 

does not se:em to be much correlation in their electronic 

properties. 

Three: prob1i.ems arise in MO calculations, such as this. 

The:. method of calculating the MOs. diepends on certain assump

tions, which may llimit the significance of the calculated 

results. Even if reasonable MOs are obtained, it is often 

difficult to kno~ what properties to calculate from the MOs 

to explain reactivity, co-ordinating ~bility and other 

experimental feature$. Ha~ing obtained these calculated 

properties the cornelation with experimental results also 

requires knowledge of what property the experiment is 

determining. 



CONCLUSION 

As ind!icate-d in cna.pter 1, previous biochemical 

res'earch had suggeste:d thalt the Ud.enfiriend modlel sys tem of 

ferrous, ions and as:corbic acid wa.s of importamce' in certa.in 

biologica,l reactions; in vivo. On studying hllis sys,tern, 

Hamilton postulated a mechanism for these rea,ctions which 

included an intermediate consisting of a complex for~ed 

between the ferrous ions and ascorbate ions. In this thesis, 

Ill. c:omplex formed from ferrous and. aiscorba;te ions has been 

isolated. Although it cannot <lefinitely be sa'id that the 

complex s .tudieed is that postulated by Hamilton as being of 

importance in these biological reactions, the repe'tition of 

the experiments performed by Hamilton (but using this 

isolalted ferrous/as.corbate complex) did lea'd to the. same 

results. 

Hawing obtained a complex, which could have' interesting 

biochemical properties, the techniques typical of physical 

chemistry used to study transition-metal ion complexes ~re' 

employed to characterize it. In oxher words, the usua~ 

c:hemical techniques were used on this biochemical complex. 

The experimental work was rather diifficult becaus.e of the 

unusua.l properties of the complex including its gradua.l 

ox-ida,tion in $ol.ution open to the atmosphere. and the ina.bility 
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ito obtain a pure crysta11ine s01id. Such d·ifficu1 tie·s 

typify ~he chemica1 prob1ems inherent in studying biochemica1 

reactions. 

Even so, enough experimenta1 information was obtained 

to enalb1e the.'<>retica1 studd.es to be done on both the comp1ex 

and its component species. Once again, the techniques used 

were lJimited by the nature of the comp1ex, main1y becaus:e 

of its s.iz-e. For m01ecu1eg., containing more· than a few atoms 

or those of 10~ symmetry, on1y semi-empirica1 type ca1cu1at

ions can be emp10yed and these are necessari1y 1imited in 

accuracy by the assumptions of the methods. The component 

species 1ent thems~1ves more readi1y to ca1cu1ation and 

interesting chemica1 information was deduced about a~corbic 

acid from these theoretica1 studies. 

The theoretica1 and experimenta1 investigations of the 

comp1ex system fa11 into two catagorie~: 

(i) those c.oncerned with a s .o1id comp1ex, and 

(ii) those concerned with a comp1ex in s01ution. 

In each of these catagories, as indicated in the re1evant 

sectiona of the thesis, the theoretica1 resu1ts were 

consistent ~ith those obtained from experiment. 

It is important to stress; that the answer to the 

initia1 bio1ogica1 prob1em of whether this comp1ex is that 

actua11y invo1ved in bio1ogica1 reactions in vivo is a very 
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difficult matter. Physiological conditions in the body 

w.ould be quite different ~rom those used in labo~atory 

experiments. However it is: considered that the work done 

in this thesis is an a¢tempt ~ investigate a biochemical 

problem £rom ~ purely chemicaL viewPQint, whi~h may prove a 

us eful aid in further w.onk of this_ type. 
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(I -11 -! + 0 III 0 
ii 4. 

<0 01 qt 0 Ii' 
<-1. 11 (l: 11' -I +- 0 

4 i; 
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nab1~ 4.6 NON-ZERO MA<rRIX ELEMENTS: OF' H" 

< (,61 I H II I cth1 '> = - < ¢l7 I HI/ I ~7> 
_. 

3 ~H 

< <1>2 I H" I c52: > = - < ¢6 I Hh I <,1);6 ') =: 2 ~H 

<~8IH" 1<1>8> = - ( ¢:E21 HII I ~12 ') ::. 3J ~H 

< ~2 I mIl I ~8:> :: <~6 I~/I ¢:12.') = 1L. 41142~4 ~Ht 

<~ I Hfl I ~3> =; - <~ IHIII ~5 > = ~H 
5 

< <li9 I HU I ~9 > = - <¢.11J HII I c51~_ > :: ~.5: r;m 

<~131 m" I ¢13 > :: - < ~I-51 H, I ~15 ') . = 3.5 ~H 

<~ I HII I ctf ') :: (¢5 IH'II ~'11> :: 1L. 788854. ~ 
9 

<c5-9 I Hf I ctf13 > = < ¢1111 HJ, I ¢I.5 '> ;:; 2.012%61 rtnI 

<~ I HI/ I ~lLa) :: 1L.897],67 I3Hi 

<¢:EUI HII I ¢-14.> -- 2· .. 3,2.3790 6H 



< ¢ li I H.L I ¢2 > 

< ¢}j I Hi I ¢8> 

(¢2 I H1 1 ¢3 > 
< ¢a I H1 1 ¢ 9 > 
<"'3 I H.1 I ~4 ') 

<"'3 IH.1 I ¢8'> 

<¢3 I H.l I ¢'10 '> 

<¢4. I H.l I 0'9 > 
< ¢ 8 1 H 1. I ~9 > 
(¢8 I Hi I ~15 > 
<~9 1 Hi I ~lLO ') 

«({)9 IH1. I cf)14) 

(¢10 I H1. I ¢11.1 ') 

<~li31 Hi I ¢:[.4) 
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NON-ZERO MATRIX ELEMENTS: or H.l. 

= 

= 

<¢7 I H1 1 ~:I2 ') 

<05 I Hi. I rfj'6 '> 

= -1.732051 f3H 

= - < ¢6 I Hi I ¢ ll]) = -1.4142:141 f3H 

= (¢4 I Hi I ¢5 > = lL. 732051 ~H 

= - «(/).51 H.1I ¢:ra.'> =- o.44-721/i f3H 

= - (¢55 IH1.1 ~10) ::& -1.Q9544.5 f3H 

:: - < q)c4 I H.l 1 ctiu > = 0:.774.597 f3H 

= <¢ul".L I ~12) ::: 1.5) ~H 

= - (¢12'1 H.L 1 !,lllL5J ') = -2:.012.461 f3H 

= <¢]]O\H.lI ¢:u> = :1 .• 83.7117f3H 

= - < ¢'l~1 H.l I ¢14') = -li.4230:l5 f3H 

= - < ~I.oJ H.1 1 ¢15') = 0.821584 6H 

= <¢lLIt\IH.l I ~5' > ::: 2.14i74:874 I3H 



'Dab~ 4..8 llXLIJES;; OF' Ai~i~i~i~i--A§: 

FUNCT:rON~ OF 5J/( 

A1. B. C. Il
i 

G: 
~ ~ i 

6,1.. (= 0·2'2 

1 a.75 3.0 0 .. 0 3:3.99874 -0.5 

2:- Q).68301 1.6n98 1.7~07 2b • 95 06.ll. -0.18301 

:5 Q, .. 63Z2:i 0.62.179 5. OIUa:.o 86 .z73.9~ 0.1.1.l76 

4 -0.04186.> 2.·:D7'Z.9 2:.1'4858 -71.23944 -Q.a5l55 

5 -«.I.81aJ.. 3:.:;6603 -1.7:i2°7 O:.}8741 0.6830~ 

6 -0.5:"90.37 3.04093- -7.~978 2.9.96779 Q.1.3980 

7 0.612'37 0 .. 0 7.·34"850 - ,2.76.59459 0.25 

8 a •. o· 0_0 0.00001 1.54.00855 -0.5 

9 -0.61.2-37 0..0 -7.3485Q -628.51.2:51 0.2:5 

6,:( = 0·'2 

1 I.. a 3.0 0 .. 0 2:5.00037 -0.5 

~ O.890:i9 11.. 'i01is 9 lL.02720 11.3.27614, -0.2:9571 

3 <l.7.9435 0.24'581 5.070J4 28. J1.697 -0.05}86 

li. 0.1.6959 3.1'1642 0 .. 402:34 -39.75422: -0.28764-

5 -0.140:59 :r.5)914I. -1.02720 :I2 .38890 0.79571 

6 -0.4.6 294, 2.63777 -5.4.7268 lL88.7572:8 0.341L5)O 

7 0.·75 0 .. 0 10.80001 -115 • .l4I.0665i 0.1 

8 0.25 0: .. 0 -6.0000:1 72.99942 -0.5 

9 -0.5 0 .. 0 -4.80000 -413.56}641. 0.41. 
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°L( = O·ZZi 
1 1.as 3.0"· 0' . ..0 2~.99964 -0. .. 5 

2~ 1.LU237 1.27525 O.61l2.3.8 9.7083.'5 -0'.3623;7 

3 0' •. 98136 0.·0'7062' 4.49546 12.26749 -0'.183;33 

4 0.38798 3.712J;3 -0i.98499 -29.12.2.00 -0.3;}32:6 

5 -O,.~IZ37 3.724,74 -0,.61238 18.95978 0'.862:3;7 

6_ -(1.3693,4 2.3'5830: -3.51047 1601.85161 0' .51658 

7 0'.91144. 0 .. 0' 1-5.Q71LD8 -69.62838 -0'.033-47 

8 0'.5 0 .. 0' -ll.99995 45.99887 -0'.5 

9 -0 .. 41144 0'.0' -3.0,71]1.4 -3,65.70024 8.533fi7 

&/( = 1.0' 

1 ];·.5 3>.0'. 0' .. 0' 20'.49999 -0'.5 

2 1.3430'7 1.. • .19442 0..37981 8.3,6535 -O.4i02:79 

3 lL.18664 0' .309Jt.l 3.70633 5.88652: -0..274,35 

4 0'.61373 4.11588 -1.57D:L3 -23.83,3.11 -0.3741.8 

5 -U.D:9307 3.80559 -0.'.37981 2A.~675)O 0..90'2'79 

6 -0'.10'0':>7 2.19352 -2.13620' 154.62291 Q.64t853 

7 1.0.930')7 0.0' 1.9.96690 -50'.233.99 -O.lL41.L67 

8 0':.75 0';.0' -l1B.DDaDl 3.2.50'119 -0.5 

9 -D.3,4}O'q 0.0' -];.966:89 -3,62.28552 0.64167 

OLe. = 1.5 

1 2.0: 3.0' 0'.0 19.00'0'07 -0'.5 

2 1.8]).873 r.lL0924 0: • .116731 7.501:89 -O.4i4c5l8 

3_ 1.63,087 0.60.165 2' .35.654 1.3:465~ -0.37767 

4 1.0'8170' 4t.51£661 -1l.52:4,06 -J.L8.91i644 -0.42:788 

5 -0'.06873 }.89076 -0 • .1L6731 34.83.193 0.94538 

6 -0.2112557 2.0'5806 -D..B32!i8 1.65. 592.J<)2~ 0..80555 

7 1.5.: 0-0 30'.855711 -34.0941.93 -0.2:8571 

8 li,.as 0.,0'_ -29.99997 lL8 .• 99970 -0.5 

9 -0':..25 0:.0' -0' • .85714 -40'3.55853 0.78571 
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b-L.!::: 2. 0 

1 2.55 3.0 0 •. 0 18.2.50.23 -0.5 

2 2 .~0425 1.06900 0...08575 7 .• 30_925 -0.46550. 

3 2.099lL8 0 .. 75067 1.52692 -0 •. OQCJ56 -0.42651 

4; 1.56276 4.7:)61£7 -1.IL4793 -ll6.976417 -0 •. 45551 

5 -0,.05425 3.93100 -0..08575 4.5.10863 0.965>50 

6 -0.16194 2.0lL421 -0.37899 189.314;.4.4 0.88202 

7 1.941300 0.0 42.41861 -27.25817 -0.364i~7 

8 1.75 0 • .0 -42.00008 12.2495>3 -0.5 

9 -0.; .. 193"0.0 0 , •. 0 0.4185l -47Q;.98441 0.8644>7 

eLf = -0.22 

1 0.25 1,.G 0..0 -2.00023 -0.5 

2 0.35355 2.5 3.18202 -43.- .3792.'3 0.25 

3 0·.1,9815 1.32305 3, .123.,55 -192.lL9714 0.47331 

4 -0.46027 0.7733.-7 4.2 11844 55.8808% -0.2'7711 

5 -0.35355 2.5 -3.182.'02 3·1.9240~ 0.2.5 

6 -0.93788 3 .• 91085 -7.34119.9 -2D9.990J;7 -0.196191 

7 0.1il1li4 0.0 3. 0 7114 4.95.80866 0.53347 

8 -0.5 0.0 11.99992 -169.99686 -0.5 

9 -0.911lih 0:.0 -15.07106 393.71244 -0.. 03i3:4 7 

et.l. = -0.2 

1 0 .. 0 3.0 0.0 6.99999 -0.5 

2 0.25 3. 0 2.66667 -30.99824 0.5 

3 0.3224!9 1.54243 2.09422 -139.33298 0.6122:> 

4 -OJ.67643 0.23,681 310 83183 25.172..44 -0.31746 

5 -0.5 2.00000 -2.6.6667 2'1.3-0331 0.0 

6 -1.1L4606 4.22076 -5.92605 -95.20253 -0.29477 

7 0.3.430.7 0 •. 0 :L.96690 34i9.26592: 0.64lL67 

8 -0.75 0.0 18.00002 -89.00016 -0.5 

9 -1.0930 7 0.,0 -19 .966~92 163.79025 -0.:1-4167 
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ot.'-. = -0"Z2 
1 -0.2'5 3.0 0.0 10.0000,7 -0.5 

2 0.18201 3 .. 36603 1.73:r06 -29.61881 0.68J,01 

3 0.26681 1.69162, 1.36297 -130.86877 0 .. 71391 

4 -0.899.31 0.112738 3.1CJA38 15.38949 -0.35614 

5 -Q.68:i01 1.63;397 -1.732:06 16'. 95303J -0.lL8301 

6 -L..3675 0 4.435'77 -4.557:i5 -60.516941. -0.35777 

7 0.29057 0.0 1.2:8157 325.8192.2 0.72434 

8 -1.0 0;.0 23.99995 -61.99831 -0.5 

9 -1.2·905i7 Q.O -25.281.52- 93.502:94. -0.2.2434 

~'-!. : --1..0 

L -0 .. 5 3.0 0.0 lil.49997 -0.5 

2 0 .. 14039 3 • .59li41 1.0272l -31.~678 (}.79571 

3: 0.22545 1.78694 0.89349' -13'4,.4.352;0 0.78552 

4 -1..12806 0 .. 36854 2.-580.85 1a...7465~ -0.38753-

5 -0 .. 89039 l' .. li08 5 9 -1.02721 14, .. 4831..7 -0.2.95570 

6 -I..59739 4 .. 58Th1 -3 • .47434' -44.97801'7 -0.19799 

7 0.2-5 0..0 0.8571.4 335.·072i..97 o. 7857~ 
8 -1..Z5 0:.0 29.,99999 -4.8.-4.9930 -0.5 

9 -0:.5 0.0 -30.85714 61.42714 -0.2.8571 

OEt = -1.2 
1 -1.0 3.0 0: .. 0 13.00001 -0.5 

2: 0 .. 093:0 7 3.8055:9.' 0.37981 -38.2:6256 0.902.79 

3 0.1.6989 I..ff8839 0.41542, -1.S;4.85945 0.87138 

4 -1.5.:9820 0.63963 :r.6~7699 6.41L960 -0'.42930 

5 -1.343U7 1. L94.42~ -0.3;7981 1J.. •. 9-2:980 -0.40279 

6 -2. C1:?1&9 4.75];25 -2.0.9242 -31-.. 56864. -0.442.08 

7 0.19:300 a.o 0 • .4'1853 388.84979 0.88515 

8 -L.75 Q.Q 42.00011 -34.99918 -0.5 

9 -I.. 943:00 OJ. 0 -42.4.1864- :i2.8l.185 -0.361[4..7 
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5.,( = 0.0 

1 0.·5 :3 .0: 0 .. 0 

2:- 0.5 z.o: 2 .• 66667 

:J 0.5 L.O 4.26667 

4 -0.25 I .• S: :3 .8nn 

5: -0:.25 :3 .0 -2.66667 

6 -0.75 :3 .5 -8.1 

7 0:.5 0.0 4.8 

8 -0 .. 25 0.0 6.0 

9 -0.75 0.0 -lin. 8 
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V AUJE'S QF" #0 ' & ! P= AND A&Q. 

FOIL lll<Jr = 2 &NIl VARIOUS VAIillES OF 5/l 

bit #. P.i P A~ 

2 .• 0 4,· .. 7.lt8 5 .. 618 5.34,1 3.2:03 

1 .. 5 4, .8llB 5.718 5.4,34, 2.803 

1.a 4,.994 5.786 ~.53>5 2.094. 

0·.75 5 ,.lL3~ 5.79lL 5.580 1.61.:; 

0. ·5 5.295 5.768 5..6115 1.074< 

0.25 5.4,71 5.7117 5 ... 6)37 01.520 

0 .. 0 5.64,4, 5.644 5 .. 64,4, 0.0 

-0 .. 25 5 .. 7199 5 .. 562 5.64,2 -0 .. 4,50 

-0.-5 5.929 5 .. 4,63 5 .. 623 -0.812 

-0.75 6.03,4, 5.373 5.602 -1.089 

-1.0 6.ITh 5.2.92 5.580 -1.292 

-1L.5 · 6.22b 5 .. 158 5.537 -1.·54,1 
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Tad>le: 41..10 gERAGE MAGNETIC MOMENT #-

AS & FUNCTION OF (/kT 100> bll 

l/kT file 2.0 11.5 1.0 0.0 -1.0 

6.0 5.2..-93 5.381 5.4.92 5.640 5.599 

5.0 5).299 5.J,91L 5 .. 514 5; .. 687 5.625 

4.0: 5 .. 308 5.405.: 5 .. 535 5.720 5.641 

3:.6 5.])13 5.4~1 5.542. 5.-72:5 5.642 

3.2 5 -.311.8 5 .. 418 5.547 5.722 5.6)38 

3. 0 5;.322 5 .. 421 5 .. 54'9 5.718 5.634 

2.8 5.32:>6 5.425 5.550 5 .. 710 5.628 

2.4 5.334 5 ... 43-1 5; .. 547 5.685 5.610 

2.0 5 .• 345 5.434 5.·535 5.644 5.580 

It.8 5 ... 3;48 5 .• 433 5 .. 523 5 .. 615 5.559 

~_.6 5;.352. 5.429 5.507 5.581 51.534 

1.4 5.353 51.420 5:.482 5.541 5.502 

1.2 5 '.350 5.405 5. Lfi.53. 5.4"95 5 .. 465 

1.0 5.341 5.381 5 .. 415 5.4412 5.42.2 

0.8 5.32Q 5.3416 5,.36.8 5.384 5.372 

0..6 5.286 5.301 5.·311 5.32:0 5.31~ 
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1la b l:..e~ 4 .. 11 Mi\TRIX EEEMENTS OF QUADRUPOLE. HAMll.To.NIAN 
- ' 

WITH RESEEC'Il' 'lID SPIN-o.RBI1r KIGENFUNCTIo.N~ 

<~ll IIIQ: 1 ~1 '> = «(/)7 I Hh I ¢'7'> = -0.5 P' 

< (/)2 1 HQ. I (,ti2 > = <~6 I HQ 1 ~6> = 0. 

(¢3 1 HQ , I ¢3 ) -, <(/) I Hb, I¢ '> = 0.3 P' 
5 , 5 

< ¢ 4 I Hq , 1 '/J 4 > = 0..4 P' 

<<fi.8 I HQ 1 (/is> = < (/) 12:1 HQ 1 qr12:> = 0..5 P' 

< rti9 1 HQ, I '/J 9 ) = < ffJ'1~1 HQ 1 '/J 11> = -0..2-5 P' 

< (/)10.1 HQ 1 ¢lo. '> = -0.;. -5 P' 

< (/)13,.1 HQ 1 cffl 3,> = < ¢ lL5 111b 1 ¢'15> -- -0..05 P' 

< (/j'1L4 I HQ I '/JlLJi '> = 0.1 :21 

< ¢a I HQ 1 ¢'S ') = - <¢6 I~ 1 Cl11l.2) =- o..7Cl:l1o.7 P' 

«(/) 1 HQ I ~9 > = - (rtf. I H6;" I ¢1Il '> = 0.1£4-72.1.4 P' 
3 5 

<~l" 1 H~ I ¢13,,> ::: (¢ 1 HQL 1 ¢15 '> = -0..6 P' 
5 

< rtf'4. I HQ I ¢li4 > = -o. .. 73Ii!.S4q P" 

< ¢9 I HQ I ¢'1L3 > = - <¢l:ll~ 1¢15) = -0.3154:.1-0. P' 

A~L other matrix eillements are zero. 
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Table 4.12 ~ AS: Ii. FUNCTION o,F oIl AND tlkT 

oil !/kT: 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.8 

2.5, 3.454 3.458 3- .1L62: :I.. 462- l.4l5)9 

2: •. 0 J,.;i21. 3".329 3.·334 3:.324 3.315 
I...-75)- 1.215 3.22:h- 1·2Z9 3.22:4- 3.·193 

1.5 3.063 3-.075 3 .. 0,77 3.0:16 3.0.14. 

1.·2:.5 2 • .8liJ 2 • .856 2 .. 852: 2. .. 784- 2 .. 752-
L.O 2.5Zo, Z .. 532 Z.5i1. 7 2..42:1 2..381 

0.-75 2.·0.55 2.0.61. 2.036 1:..925 1.884 

(1.5 I...1i·31 lL.4..3Z :I.. 405 1.310, l..277 
0_ •. 25 o.~ . 7o.l" 0.70.2 0.686 (I. 6~37 0..621. 

0. .• 0. 0. .. 0. 0.; .. 0. 0. .. .0 (1.0 G.o. 
-0 .. 25 -0.565,- -n.·56li. -0.5~ -0.·5%8 -0 .. 518 

-0 .. 5 -01. ·96Ji -0.:_9.63 -0:.955 -0..92:2 -0 .. 90.8 

-0..75 -L.2:29 -1 .. 22:8 -1:.2:22 -1.11.96. -1 .. 184 

-1.0 -li.402 -I.lim -1.398 -1..3;81 -1.372-

-1.5 -1 .• 596 -I..~94 -1.593 -1.5:.88 -1L.585 

fJl't !/kT: 2:.4' 2:. •. 0 1.8 1...6, 1.41 

2 .• 5! 3.·lit46 3, ..4.09 3 .. 37Q 3.3°7 :1.206 

2.0 3..281 3.2:03 3 .. 134 3.032 2.886 

L.75 :l- .. 141 3' .CJ25 2.94.7 2.825 2..6>50. 

1..·5 2..94.0 2 .. 80.3 2 .. 69~ Z.5.6o. 2:.382 

:r..2:5 2..656 2, .. 493 2.3-76 2.230 2.0.51 

1.0 2.2:68 2.0.94. 1.·977 1.838 lL.673 

0 : .. 75 I..772 1:. .. 6:I.3 1-.5.ll 1.393 L.a59 

0..5 L..J. 91 L.o.74. 1..001 G.920 a.8a8 

U.25 0.·578 0. ·520 0.4..85 a •. 4..45 0.401 

0. .. 0 a .. o a.o. 0. .. 0. a .. o. 0.0 

-0.2:5 -0.490 -0.4..50 -a.A~4 -0..394 -0..160 
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-O.~ -0:..871 -CI..812 -0 .. 773 -n.726 -0 .. 669 

-U. ·75: -1 .. 149 -1 ... 089 -1.04..6 -6:.992 -0.926 

-1.0 -1~ . 'j-llA -1:.%.92: -1.·~50 -1 • .2.00 -1 .. 132-

-L.5 -1 .. 571 --1 .. 541 -1 .. Sill5 -1.476 -1.420 

0[' t/kTI 1.2' L.O: 0 • .8 0.6 0.2 

2-.5.- 3. .01i6 2'.80L 2.44~ ]i.. 948 0.656 

2.0 z.680 Z:.l99 2.Q31 1.579 0 .. 520 

1 .. 75 2 .. 419 2.153 11.800- 1.3.8/i 0 .. 452: 

1:"5.' 2.1;.56 1:..88«- ~ .. 553 1.184 0.3B5 

1. • .25 I.835 1 .. 582 r.z.95. 0.981 0 .. 319 

1'. • .0 1.4Ba l!~.267 1.03,1 0..7:18 Q.254 

Q.·75 1.1aB 0.943 n.761!: a.5.76 O.l.i89 

0 .. 5 0.727 0.617 0.5:00 0.378 0.125 

0.25 0.3:53 0.300 0.244 01.185 0..062 
. . 

<l.0. a.a 0.0 a.o 0.0 0.0. 

-0 .. 25 -0 .. 3%1 -(J.. 2.7 7 -0.22.9 -0 .. 176 -0.061 

-0.5.: -0 .. 603" -0.·527 -0.A39 -();.3/i22 -Q.:l.21 

-0 .. 75) -0,.844 -0 ... 746 -0: .. 6311 -0,.497 -o .. LBO 

-1 • .0· -1.ali6 -0.93/7 -0..803: -O..641L -<1..237 

-1.·5 -1.3~4Z -I..Z3-3 -1 .. 086 -0' .. 892: -o.}.45 
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A P PEN D IX I I 

'Ila>b1e 5) .. 1 BASIS PRODUCT FUNCTIONS 

F' function z · 

a aa.aa 

1 ~a:aa. 

a~aa 

aa~a 

aaa~ 

0 ~~aa 

~~a 

~w:x.~ 

a~~a 

~a~ 

Wl.f3~ 

-1 ~~f3 

~~.~ 

ooa~ 

~f3:f3a 

-2 ~~~ 
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'.Dab Ie' 5.2 BASIS: SYMMETRY FUNCTIONS: 

label Basis symmetry fUnction 

sa. 
aacx.a 

Is li aaa~ 

2s
1 

1 [ ~a. + a.~aa ] 
12 

3.s 1 
~aaa 

a
1 1 [ a.a.~a. ~aa ] 

J2 

llso 1 [ a.a.~~ + a.~a.~ ] 
/2: 

2s' 1J [ ~a. + 13:~aa- ] 0 /2: 
313'0 ~a.a~ 

4s:0 ~~a. 

.La 1 [ aa~~; a.13~ ] o. 12: 
aa

O 1 [ ~C¥..f3a. @~ ] 
J2 

Is 
-1 

13'13(~a-

2>s 
-1 1 [ r?:~ it- r?~~ ] 

/2: 
3fi -1 ~,{3 

s; 
-2 13!~'f3~ 

a:.. 1 1 [ 
i2:. 

~~a.{3 ~'~ ] 
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T81b1~ 5.3. MAU'RIX ELEMENTS OF NMR HAMIL'nONIAN 

Riagona1 matrix elements 

<s2 'SN' Sa) = ~[VA + 2VB +VC] + ~[2~AB + J BB + XAC + 2JBC ] 

<JJs 1 ' HN 'lLs~l) :a ~[V A. +. 2-'VB -VC] + ¥t[2J AB + J BB - J AC - 2JlBC ] 

<2'..9 11 "N.~2:s ll) = ~["V A + "V CJ + ~[J BB + J AC] 

<lsl.I~13s1> = ~[-'V& + ~B +-VC] + ~-2JAB + J BB - JAC + 2JBC ] 

< lls 0 I HN IlLs 0) = ~[-V A - 'V C J + ~[J BB - J AC] 

< 2s 0 I H~ 12s 0'> = ~[-'\I A +.. 'V C] + ¥t[ J BB - J AC] 

<3.s01~13s;0) = : ~[-VA + 2VB -VC] + ~[-2:JA.B + J BB + J AC -2JBC ] 

(4s 0 I~ Ilis O> = ¥.I[V A - 2-VB +VC] + ~E2J,m + J BB + J AC - 2JBC ] 

<ls_lll~\J1s_l'>= ~[-'VA - 2VB. +VCl + ~[2:J,m + J Bm - J AC - 2JlBC ] 

(2s_1 1 ~12'.s -1> = ¥.I[-VA_ --Vcl + ~[JBB + J AC] 

(3s_1IHNI3S_l)= Y.l[vA. - 2:'\,IB -vcJ + ~[-2:JAB + J BB - J AC + JBCJ 

(s_aJHNjliO_2> = Y.l[-"VA. - 2'Vm -vc ] + ~[2JAB + JJBB:-tI- J AC + 2JBC ] 

< a 1 1"N I ~ > = ¥.I['VA,. + "Vc) + ~[-3JBB + J AC] 

<laaJIINIl.aO '> s: ¥.I["\JA - -VC] + }4[-3J
BB - J AC ] 

<2aoIH~12ao) = ~[~"V4. +'VcI + Yt[-3.J
BB - JJAC;] 

<a_ll~I·_l> = ¥.I[-VA -Vc J + ¥t[-3 J
BB + J AC ] 
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Off-diagonal matrix elements 

<lLs1 1 ~ I as 11> = (ls_11 HN1Zs_l'> = JBC/ 12 

<:bll~llsl> = (2S_lIHNI~s_1) :: J
AB

/{2 

(3"s11 ~Ilsl '> = <~s_ll ~1l1s_1'> = JM:,/2 

(IsO 1 ~lasO) = (laO I ~12aQ) = J AC/2 

<Is:ol~12sa > = <Zsa 1 HN14s;o > = JJ4fj/i2 

<Isol~ .14aa> -- (2S:0 I ~ 1 3 s·0 » -- JJSC/12 

All other matrix: elements are z_ero. 
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T~le 5.4 2X2: MATRICES.. OF NMR HAMILTONIAN 

Zs -1. 

3:8 _
1 

Zs_l 

*C-VA..-VX]+¥t[JBB+J AX] 

JKP,[{2 

1 8 1 

}1{ -V +~ +v ] +j.( -Z,J +J -J -2J ] A - -B X: 4B BB AX BX 

laO 

Jr.s/{2 

J AB//2 
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'lJable 5.5 EIGENSTATES o.F JtB
2

X SYSTEM Fo.R PARAMETER 

VKLUES ~&. = 115,"'JB = 0., -V = 70., JAB = 6, :x: 

.:lBB = 0., J = AX 
2, JBX~ 

Eiigenvalue Eigenfunction 

E 47.50. s2 s; 
s'2 2 

E 
lSI 

-23.50. Is 1 Is 11-

E2 45.40. 2s lL o. .. 978a3 2ls + 0..20.847 3s 1 sl 1 

E 24.60. 3.s 1 -0..20.847 2s1 + 0..9780.3 3s 1 3s 1 

E 
llsa 

-25.50. Iso. 0.97333- Is; 0. + 0.).229·42 3:-s 
0.' 

E2s o. 
-27.24 2s 0 0..95849 2s o. 0..28513:- 4s 0 

E 
3s o. 

-44.50. 3s o. -0..22942 lJs + 0..97333 3:-s o. a 

E4 42.76 4's 0..28513 2s o. + 0..95849 4ls Q So. 0. 

Ells 3/lL.5o. Is -1 Is -1 -1 

E'2s -41.95 as -1 0..94652 as -1 - Q.32265> 3s -1 -1 

E
1s -2:8.0.5 3s 0. .. 32265 2s + 0..94652 3s 

-1 -1 -.1- -1 

E- -3.7 .50. s s s -2 -2.' -2 

E 38.50. a 1 a 1 ali 

E -:32.50. 1ao. 
laO- 1a 0. 

E' 2ao. 
22 .5.0. 2a o. 2a a 

E~ -46.50. a_I a -1 a 
-1. 
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Tab1.e 5,.6 MATRIX: ELEMENTS OF I BETWEEN BASIS 
x 

SYMMETRY FUNCTIONS 

Matrix: e:tements w:d.1ih va1.ue: 1.[2 : 

<1.&lJ 1 Ix I s2:) 

(Is 0 1 Ix I 25:1.) 

(2:.9_1.1 Ix IllsQ) 

<3:S_1.1 Ix I 4s 0 ) 

(Za O I Ix 1 ~> 

<3~. I Ix, I 52') 

<2s 0 I Ix: I 28:1.> 

<2&_1.1 Ix r 2:s a> 
(&_2 1 Ix: 1 1.$_1.> 

Matrix e1.ements with va1.ue 1./12 : 

< as 1. I Ix I 8-2 ) 

(25:0 1 Ix I :IS 1 .> 

<2·s :_1.1 Ix I 3 s
0 '> 

<1l.s0 I Ix 11.~> 

(3 s -1. 1 Ix I 1ls 0 > 
(5:_2 1 Ix 1 Zs -1. > 

Ma~rix elements with va1.ue -1./2 : 

A1.1. other matrix e1.ements; are zero. 

<3:&0 I Ix 1 Is 1.) 

(3:s 0 1 Ix I 3.&1.> 

(Is -1.1 Ix 1 I£s 0 '> 

<1.a O 1 Ix I -1. ') 

<lisa 1 Ix 1 2.91L> 

<1.$_1.1 Ix I2.S o '> 


